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Bulletin of
ig) STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Farmville, Virginia
ALUMNAE
NEWS
Volume XXXV FEBRUARY. 1949 Number I
identJrresi
\_j^J\CSiS't.GTL S As I enter upon my thifd session at Farmville,
I welcome the opportunity to send a word ofMl greeting to our alumnae and to report some of6SS3.^V^ the accomplishments of the last twelve months.
Now that I have attained "Junior" status, I can
really look forward to assuming the full dignity
of an alumnus in a relatively short time.
The College has enrolled an excellent class of freshmen in so far as
quality, ability and charm are concerned. We have continued our plan of
careful selection of candidates for admission and had to reject relatively few
as compared with a year ago. Apparently, only gii'ls of good quality applied.
It becomes increasingly necessary, however, for our fine group of alumnae
to become more active than ever in interesting girls of ability in coming to
S.T.C.
Three of our faculty members of long standing have retired. They ai-e
Dr. Walmsley, Miss Taliaferro, and Miss Camper. We are grateful to them
for their years of devoted and effective service to the College. We welcome
the new faculty and staff members who have joined our ranks. They will
be presented elsewhere in this issue of the Bulletin.
I congratulate the alimmae upon their substantial contributions to the
Jarman Organ Fund. If the good work continues, the organ will be available
when the new auditorium is dedicated.
The Legislature of 1948 did well by us. The appropriation for opera-
tion and maintenance was as adequate as could have been expected in the
light of the many other demands upon the funds of the State.
For capital expenditm-es more than a million dollars was appropriated.
Plans have been completed for the new science hall and greenhouse and bids
called for. The building will be located just west of Cunningham Hall
across Race Street. It is hoped that before the session is over the new
auditorium-music building will be under way. The town council has agreed
to close Race Street, and the auditorium will be located west of the Library
facing High Street and centered in what is now Race Street. The additions
of these two buildings will provide adequately for our physical plant needs
for some years to come.
This past summer acoustical tile to reduce noise has been placed in the
ceiling of the dining hall, and the entire room has been painted. The floor
of the rotunda and adjacent halls has been covered with mastic tile, adding
greatly to the general appearance of the building.
The Alumnae Association is to be congratulated upon the addition of
the soda fountain and snack bar which are adding to the happiness of the
students.
A critical analysis is being made of the college courses and their content,
in order to be sure that the best possible preparation for teaching and for
good citizenship is provided.
It is my hope that each and every alumna will feel free to make con-
structive suggestions for the improvement of the College. Good team work
on the part of alumnae, faculty, students and administration will mean an
ever greater contribution by the College to the life of the Commonwealth.
Dabney S. Lancaster
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A Message From
Dear Alumnae, Our jNatlOnal
It has been a joy to serve as your T^ '1 j
nominal head for the past two years. I -- -TCOlt-ldlL
say "nominal" head because we realize
that the activities of our organization are
accomplished most efficiently under the direction of our beloved Executive
Secretaiy, Ruth Harding Coyner. It is most fitting to take this opportunity
to express our appreciation to her and her staff.
You will be interested in the following projects of the Alumnae at this
time:
1. The Jarman Organ Fund (so dear to our hearts). The State has
already appropriated the money for the new auditorium, so you will
realize the importance of completing the amount for the organ.
This can be done by personal and chapter contributions and payment
of pledges already made.
2. Class reunions are to be held every five years instead of every ten.
What a very fine thing this is! Ten years brings such changes that
we often don't recognize each other.
3. The Alumnae Council, launched October 1947, is composed of the
Board, Chapter presidents (or a representative) and Class secre-
taries. This Council meets annually, in the fall, and has already
proved a great stimulant.
4. The Class Agent System has surpassed our hopes in its success.
You will get a brief statement of tliis in the "Alumnae Fund" report.
5. Have you heard of the "Snack Bar", located in the Recreation Hall,
owned and operated by the Alumnae? After it "pays for itself"
we believe it will be a real source of revenue for us. Be sure to visit-
it when you return.
My message would be incomplete without a word of praise to Dr.
Lancaster and the faculty for their continued emphasis on scholarship as a
basis of teaching. Echoes of their raising of standards are heard constantly
among educators in Virginia and other states. How fortunate we are!
But let's remember that the whole-hearted support of the Alumnae is
necessary for the greatest success of our College. We can keep in touch
personally, through our class, or through the local chapter. (Where there
is no local chapter, can't you organize one?)
Founder's Day is March 12, 1949, and we are looking forward to seeing
you.
Sincerely always,
]\Iaria Bristow Starke,
National President,
Association of Alumnae, S.T.C.
The 1949 Class Reunions
"Four and "'nine" classes will return on March 12tli.
Those of 1899 and 1924 will celebrate anniversaries
Attention, "nine" and "four" classes! This
is your reunion year. In the past all special
class reunions have occurred onh^ once in a
decade; beginning this ;\Iarch 1949 there will
be a class homecoming every five years. Our
very special good wishes go to the classes of
1924 and 1899, celebrating respectively their
twenty-fifth and fiftieth anniversaries.
Ever since our first official Founder's Day
in 1922, referred to then in the special issue of
the Rotunda commemorating the occasion as
"Normal School Day", alumnae have rem-
inisced in script and print through personal
letters to classmates and in group letters to
their fellow alumnae urging them to return to
Farmville for these reunions. The sum total
of these letters through the years record an
informal history of the student bodies of the
past, from the days when the girls were required
to march in silence to and from their classes,
and Sunday night suppers were eaten in the
girls' rooms around the stoves, and "every girl
entertained a chaperone with her engagement"
to the present era of cigarettes, snackbar,
and co-eds.
Now that special reunion classes are to be
held every five years instead of every ten,
the number of class letters has doubled. Space
does not permit the Bulletin to print them
all, so we reluctantly cut and edit and quote in
part, with apologies to the authors if we seem
to mutilate a well-turned phrase or omit a
favored reminiscence.
The letters representing our youngest and
oldest reunion classes, 1944 and 1889, hold
special interest. Fay Webb finds it almost
impossible to believe that five years have
passed since the class of 1944 left their alma
mater, and there's certainly nothing in her
letter which makes her seem "that old" to
the alumnae office! She writes: "Dear Class
of '44: Are you teaching, baby sitting, or just
making up your minds? Whatever you're doing
it has been five years now since we were all
together and that means it is high time we were
all going back again. When we get together
in March we will all want to know about whom
each married and "also see the babies. Will
each one of you please send me the most recent
picture you have of you, your husband, and
family? If you're not married, how about one
of the current flame? Then at school we'll plan
a meeting in the projection room and put them
on slides so we can all get a good look."
Vera Ebel Elmore urges her 1939 classmates
to "plan to let Papa mind the babies; let the
other teachers take in the P.T.A. meeting",
etc., while the thirtj'-niners enjoy their tenth
reunion year to reminisce together over the
hilarity of Rat Week, the fun of Mardi Gras,
meetings at Shannons, and dates at Hampden-
Sydney.
"Berk" Nelson admonishes the class of '34
"not to let snow, distance, or hardships prevent
them from reaching their Farmville goal in
March."
Looking over your old Virginian is a good way
to get in the reunion spirit. Elsie Clements
Hanna, 1929, finds that it brings back memories
of "Liz" Munn's "Rough Riders" orchestra,
Saturday night "Sings", and the excitement of
"color rush" on Thanksgiving morning. The
real fun would be to relive past pleasures in a
reunion get-together at S.T.C. this Founder's
Day.
A distinctive group of individualists was the
class of 1924, now preparing to celebrate their
twenty-fifth reunion. "No one was ever sur-
prised at anything we did or said," declares
"Stuffy" Wall. But fate saw to it that some
of the surprises were on them! Remember the
school fire? It occurred in November of their
junior year—an occasion which recalls four
A. M. scrambling of frightened and scantily
clothed young ladies who appeared both pa-
thetic and comic in their bath robes and kid
curlers as they made frantic efforts to salvage
their best frocks or their best beaus' portraits!
And what an aftermath! No other class ever
spent Christmas at S.T.C.—"a wonderful
Christmas" at that, in spite of the fact that
there were classes and tests. "Stuffy" has
some choice reminiscences for the reunion
—
from the midnight vigil of Berta, "Pink", and
Kemp which won the color rush for red and
white, to the classic "Gizzard of Was" which
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parodied Miss Munoz's operetta. But the
special treat she offers her returning classmates
is the presence on the campus of their beloved
honorary member, Miss Mary Clay Hiner, who
will be here to greet them.
Catherine Riddle greets her six fellow class-
mates of 1919: "Do you remember how I got
to be President? Well, I do. We never could
agree on anything, even a president, so having
been it the junior year I just continued until
we could elect another, and we didn't. No two
of us would even major in the same subject.
But let's for once agree on one thing—let's
get together in Farmville for Founder's Day
and see how the years have treated all of us.
I'll bet my hair is the whitest and I'm the
fattest. Having been the first Degree Class
let's be the first class to have 100 per cent
attendance on the 30th anniversary."
Fortunately, all of our alumnae do not leave
Farmville on graduation, and many who leave
come back to live. Letters from Susan Minton
Reynolds, 1914, and from Mary Dupuy and
Minnie Blanton Button, June and January
graduates of 1909, indicate that close proximity
to their Alma Mater is still a privilege, and offer
assurance to all returning classmates that a
hearty welcome awaits them. "Those of us
who call Farmville home are eager to help you
renew the fellowship that time and space have
only dimmed, and to reestablish the fine asso-
ciations with an enlarged Alma Mater." Susan
Reynolds suggests that her classmates might
meet and sing again to their senior man, Mr.
Coyner ("who blushes as easily now as then").
They would be greeted by the new Dean of
Women—"our own Ruth Gleaves!" Mary
Dupuy recalls that the "Naughty Niners",
as they styled themselves "in the salad days
of their seniorhood", was "a class of several
distinctions. At that time it was the largest
class to be graduated from S.N.S.—fifty-four
was a ponderous number. Student Government
became a reality that year, and we inaugurated
the annual bequest of the silver sickle to the
junior class that was to reap the harvest that
the seniors seeded." We worked, played, and
even fought hard together. ShouRl our parting
gift of a flag be of these United States or of the
Old Dominion? Should graduation dresses be
of starched and uniform linen or the traditional
tucks-and-insertion? The wagon ride to Willis
Mountain, the mock faculty meeting, the first
public Physical Education exhibition, all were
grave and glorious issues. I read from The
Virginian a class motto that I suspect you, too,
had forgotten: 'The past is but the prelude'.
May our reunion be so strong that we can thus
lightly refer to the two-score years of life that
prelude it."
In greeting the January class of the same year
Minnie Blanton Button writes: "Strange now
to think of graduating in January, isn't it, yet
vivid in the memory of each of us is that cold
January evening in 1909 when our class of
thirteen girls received diplomas from 'The
State Normal School'. Was that really forty
years ago or does some trick of the mind make
the figures 'add up' that way! Since that time
we have not had a class reunion, but how I
hope we can all be together at State Teachers
College on Founder's Day, March 12, 1949.
Remember how, at first, we stood in awe of
Miss Lulu O. Andrews? After a few sandwich
suppers in her room, how we learned to know
and love her, and how proud we were always to
say 'Miss Andrews is our honorary member.'
She is gone, but all thirteen of us have survived
the years—lucky thirteen—and I trust the
years have been kind enough to leave us at
least recognizable in spite of added avoirdupois
and gray hairs, to say nothing of a few wrinkles.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if each one of us can
answer to roll call!"
"Dear Classmates of June 1904:", writes
Cora B. Kay, "Look over The Virginian of our
class. Forty-five years ago we sang: 'Then
hey diddle do, we Seniors are through.' The
intervening years have been crowded with joy,
sorrow, worry, pleasure, work. I guess work
has been the paramount issue. I hope so.
'There's rosemary, that's for remembrance,
pray, love, remember.' What? The Farmville
spirit made possible by Mrs. Morrison's mother-
liness. Dr. Jarman's smile, Mr. Cox's wise
advice, the Faculty's guidance, the struggle
to get a 'passed' on work for the term, the
midnight feasts, the pillow fights on the halls.
Retired teachers (from classrooms, not work),
mothers, and grandmothers, listen! Why not
get together again? Why not get the Jarman
Attendance Cup?"
Nelly Preston, January 1899, in the letters
already received by the members of her class
reminded them, "It is fifty years ago that you
and I were agog with preparations for returning
to old S.N.S. for the final half session of our
scholastic career there. How ludicrously dig-
nified and important we felt in assuming the
high role of seniors in our Alma Mater." And
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now how your presence will lend importance to
our Founder's Daj' 1949!
It seems fitting that the letter written by
one of our most illustrious alumnae and rep-
resenting the class of 1889 who hopes to be
represented at their sixtieth reunion be quoted
in full. Dr. Kline, nostalgic for a Virginia
summer, writes from the heat of Texas: "Dear
Alumnae of 1889: Our Sixtieth Reunion! It is
to be on March 12, 1949. We must come to it
if possible, and once more feel the warmth of
the Farmville spirit. Like many others I
suspect, I date that inspiration that made me
long to know more of the world's store of knowl-
edge to my sojourn at the old Normal. In
fact, I beheve I woke up intellectually at
Farmville. I consider it one of my great
privileges to have known our ]\lr. Cunningham
(not even a doctor then), to have been a student
of Miss Parrish, Miss Gash, and of Miss
RejTiolds, to have known so wonderful a char-
acter as Miss Coulling—then younger than some
of us, and to have served there as a teacher for
seven years."
To whet the appetites of the young for
knowledge, and to provide a banquet for their
feasting; to promote an intellectual awakening,
arousing action! Surely these are worthy goals
of any institution of learning. After sixty
years, Mrs. Kline, may we hope that the same
may be said of Farmville State Teachers
College by the graduates of the class of 1949!
1949 Founder s Day
Tentative Program
Friday, March 11, 1949
3:30 to 6:00 P. M. Registration for Room.s, Main Building.
7:30 to 10:30 P. M. Informal Class Reunions.
Saturday, March 12, 1949
9:00 to 10:30 A. M. Registration of Alumnae, Main Building.
9:30 A. M. CofTee, Student Building Lounge, Farmville Alumnae Chapter,
Hostess.
10:30 A. M. Alumnae—Student Program, Auditorium.
1:00 P. M.. Alumnae Luncheon, Longwood.
Business Meeting.
4:00 to 5:00 P. M. Open House, President's Home, Dr. and Mrs. Lancaster.
6:00 P. M. Dinner (formal). College Dining Room. (Alumnae seated by
classes.)
8:00 P. M. S.T.C. and Hampden-Sydney Dramatic Club Play. Directed by
Miss Leola Wheeler.
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Tne Lyncnburg Pageant
Many S.T.C. Alumnae make outstanding contribution to
city s great pageant. Over 6,000 view the production
Orchids to our S.T.C. Alumnae for
their part in Lynchburg's great pageant,
the American Saga which was presented
at the City Stadium on May 18, 1948!
Farmville Alumnae were so outstanding
in the writing and production that the
newspaper account reads like an alumnae
roster! The entire pageant was an out-
come of the work of Lynchburg's ele-
mentary school pupils in music, art,
physical education, and other special
subjects. And believe it or not, over
6,000 people thronged the Stadium
to see the history of America unfold
itself through story, song, tableau, and
dance.
So artistic and significant was this
project that we list the part our S.T.C.
Alumnae had in it: Virginia Horner
David, as chairman of the project, was
assisted by a central committee composed
of the following: Mary Paul Wallace,
who wrote the narrative depicting Ameri-
can life from the days of Columbus to
the present time; Dorothy Shaeffer
Oglesby, who supervised the dances; and
Julia Mahood (our portrait painter), who
designed the dance costumes. Other
prominent alumnae who assisted in pro-
ducing this pageant were Mary Jeffer-
son, music; Ruth Fuqua McGee, Chris-
tine Garrett McKinzie, Miriam Feagans,
costumes; Sue Cross and Caroline Bar-
gamin Clarke, stage sets; Claiborne
Perrow, Lucille Reid, Louie Locke,
Mamie McDaniel, Agnes Murphy Frank-
lin, episodes; Mattie Zimmerman, seating
arrangements; Mary Mason, properties;
Helen Costan, lighting; Elizabeth Clarke,
amplifiers; Lucy Allen, casting stage
and pantomimes; Margaret Davis Bar-
nette, dances; and Dorothy Hughes
Harris, May pole.
Climaxing the pageant was a star
formation in which 2,000 five-point health
children sang "Let's Make the World
Tomorrow Today", directed by Mrs.
Gilberta Trent. Mrs. Trent is not an
S.T.C. Alumna, but she is fine enough to
be one!
Our College on tke Air
Three radio programs are now pre-
sented weekly by the students of the
College during the regular session. On
Thursday afternoons, Station WFLO, in
Farmville, presents the "S.T.C. Hour"
at 4:30 P. M. This is a fifteen-minute
program under the direction of the
College's Radio Committee. Weekly
presentations include musical and dra-
matic programs as well as others given
by the various departments of the
College.
On Tuesday and Thursday afternoons,
at 3:00 P. M., Station WSVS, presents
an informal program from the recreation
hall in the Main Building entitled
"Recess in the Rec." Featuring popular
music, the programs include songs and
instrumental music by the students of
both State Teachers College and Hamp-
den-Sydney College.
Alumnae are invited to listen to these
programs and to send m suggestions
regarding them.
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The Alumnae Fund
For years the Alumnae Association had
wanted to try the class agent system of
giving which has been so successful in
other colleges. Due to an inadequate
staff in the Alumnae OfHce this was
impossible. In 1947 it worked so splen-
didly with the reunion classes that the
office staff was increased (on faith), and
the plan was launched in a big way in
1948. By now you are famihar with the
plan of having each class agent write to
about ten of her classmates.
The response surpassed our fondest
dreams! Alumnae, administration, fac-
ulty and friends have given a total of
111,121.94; $3,709.85 unrestricted and
•17,412.09 to the Jarman Organ Fund.
$1,053.00 has been pledged to be paid
before December 31, 1948, which will
swell the grand total for the year of
1948 to $12,174.94. The Jarman Organ
Fund was started two years ago, and it
now has a total of $12,014.27 in a savings
account.
Especially heartwarming was the spirit
of the 639 who served faithfully and
(Continued on next page)
Founder s Day—Homecoming
(Please fill out both sides of this questionnaire and return with your yearly Alumnae
contribution to Mrs. M. B. Coyner, Box 123, Farmville, Virginia.)
Name
Maiden, last name first Married
Addrpss
Business Home
Date of Graduation • Degree •
Do you expect to attend Founder's Day celebration, March 12, 1949?
Do you wish a room reserved in the college dormitory? When will you
arrive?
Roommate preferred :
Do you wish a ticket to the Alumnae Luncheon and Business Meeting on Saturday at
one o'clock at Longwood? (Price $1.00. Please send money with this reservation.
Tickets unclaimed by Saturday at noon will be resold.)
Do you wish a ticket to S.T.C. Dramatic Club Play on Saturday night? (Complimentary
to Alumnae)—
Have you contributed to the Alumnae Fund this year? (This includes
The Jarman Organ Fund. Please read the article on The Alumnae Fund.)
News of you, and other Alumnae friends:
February, 1949
unselfishly as class agents. Their devo-
tion and zeal, and your response made
last year's effort an outstanding success.
The following excerpts are typical of
scores of letters received: "I am en-
closing a small check, hoping it will make
the class of 1886 go over the top 100
per cent" . . . "When I did some teach-
ing in Columbia University this spring,
more than ever I appreciated the wonder-
ful tilings Dr. Jarman did. I wish I could
pay for the whole organ" . . . "If it
will be satisfactorjr to 'carry on' from
Japan as class agent, I shall be glad to do
so" ... "I truly welcome this chance
to serve in a small way" . . . "I really
enjoyed writing the letters to my old class-
mates" . . . "Thanks for the privilege
of being allowed to help in such a worthy
cause!"
The 1948 Honor Roll on page 48 speaks
for itself. The fact that about one-fourth
of our Alumnae have already made a
gift to the Jarman Organ Fund is hearten-
ing. Surely every one of the remaining
three-fourths will wish to have some part,
no matter how small, in this appropriate
memorial to our beloved friend, Dr.
Jarman. Remember too that our only
way of running the Alumnae Office is
through your unrestricted gift to the
Alumnae Fund!
BALLOT
(Be sure to vote!)
The Nominating Committee, consisting of Ruth Gleaves,
Chairman, Adelle Hutchinson Watkins and Mabel Fitz-
patrick Putney, are proud to present the following candi-
dates for office. Each candidate is well known for her work
in her commimity and in the Alumnae Association. The
date of graduation and the place of residence is given
after each name.
Vote for one:
President
n Helen Costan, '27 and '39, Lynchburg
D Carrie Rennie Eason, '11, Richmond
Director
n Frances Horton, '34, Roanoke
n Conway Hoavard, '17 and '38, Roanoke
Vote for three
:
Nominating Committee
n Katherine Hatch Whitfield
n Elizabeth Shipplett Jones
n Carrie Sutherlin
Kate Trent
n Frances Walmsley Gee
n Katherine Watkins
{For your Alumnae Record)
Have you done graduate woi'k? How much?
Degree? College or colleges:
Former positions:- -Present occupation:-
Contribution to public and community service:
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1947-48 A brief summary of outstanding eventson tne campus during tne college year
Student Seven hundred and seventy-six
Body students were enrolled in the
1947-48 session. Of this num-
ber, thirty-four were men.
For the first time in the history of the
College, a Committee on Admissions re-
viewed the applications of all new stu-
dents seeking admission . Applicants were
admitted on the basis of their academic
records in high school, the quality of let-
ters which they wrote in connection with
their applications, the comments of their
high school principals regarding them, and
their performance on a brief scholastic
aptitude test. Studies of the abiUty of
the freshmen made after their arrival on
the campus in September showed that
they were, in general, superior students
to those admitted in previous years.
For example, less than 2 per cent appeared
to have a level of academic aptitude too
low for success in college study whereas
10 per cent of the 1946-47 freshmen were
placed in this category. This means,
of course, that definite progress was made
in limiting admissions to those students
who had the minimum abilitfy necessary
to be successful in college.
Commenting on the admissions pro-
gram, President Lancaster said: "While
our work in this area is still in an ex-
perimental stage, we are convinced that
the philosophy underlying it is sound.
It is far less damaging to human per-
sonality to reject a student's application
than it is to admit him and later request
that he leave because he is a failure
academically."
Commencement One hundred and
twenty-one degrees
were awarded by President Lancaster at
the commencement exercises held on
May 31st. Dr. Edward W. Gregory, Jr.,
chairman of the Department of Sociology
of the University of Richmond, de-
livered the commencement address. Dr.
Edgar A. Potts, pastor of Centenary
Methodist Church in Lynchburg, de-
livered the baccaulaureate sermon.
1948 Summer Three hundred and
Session sixty-four students were
enrolled in the 1948 sum-
mer session. Twenty-three were grad-
uated at the commencement exercises
held on August 13. Dr. Thomas Gran-
ville Pullen, State Superintendent of
Education of Maryland, delivered the
commencement address.
For the second consecutive summer,
Ehzabeth S. Moseley of Rustburg was
elected president of the Student Council
which was composed of four experienced
women teachers, four women students
who had not taught, and one male
student.
A faculty of more than thirty offered
approximately one hundred courses in
various subjects. In addition to these,
the third Virginia Workshop for Teachers
of Spanish under the direction of Mr.
Salvatore C. Mangiafico (assisted by
Miss Emily Barksdale); an Elementary
Workshop directed by Dr. J. P. Wynne
and other members of the Department
of Education; a remedial reading work-
shop directed by Dr. Sybil Henry Vin-
cent; and a guidance clinic under the
direction of Miss Dorothy Gray of the
Danville Regional Consultation Service
offered outstanding opportunities for
study.
Numerous conferences were also held
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at the College during the summer. A
social studies workshop, conducted by
the State Department of Education,
brought together approximately thirty
selected teachers, principals, supervisors,
and superintendents for a two-week
period of work. A three-day conference
was held by the 'S'irginia Tuberculosis
Association with fifty persons in attend-
ance. During August, the Episcopal
Diocese of Southern Virginia conducted
a two-week conference on the campus.
Approximately 160 boys and girls at-
tended the first week. During the second,
thirty-five adults were brought together
to devote their attention to problems of
the church. Concluding the summer's
conferences and meetings was the State
finals for the girls' softball championship
which were held in Farmville. One
hundred and fifty players from all sec-
tions of the State A\'ere housed at the
College.
Liberal During the session the Course
Arts of Study Committee made a
Program thorough study of the liberal
arts programs being offered.
On the basis of a report made by a special
subcommittee the College, with the ap-
proval of the State Board of Education,
strengthened its liberal arts work. Bach-
elor of Arts and Bachelor of Science
degrees are now being offered with
majors in art, biology, chemistry, English,
French, geography, history, Latin, li-
brary science, mathematics, music, phi-
losophy and psychology, physical and
health education, social science, and
Spanish. The quality and type of work
now required for graduation in these
programs of study equals that in any
liberal arts college in Virginia. The
College continues to offer, of course, five
different degrees in the field of education
in addition to those in liberal arts.
Artists and The greatest musical artists
Lecturers ever to appear on the
campus in a session ap-
peared before the student body during
the year. In November, the brilliant
young American baritone, Mac Morgan,
was presented. In February, Albert
Spalding, internationally known violinist,
appeared in concert. On March 22nd,
the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, under
the direction of Dr. Karl Krueger,
presented a concert in the College
auditorium.
Seumas MacManus, noted Irish poet
and lecturer, gave a lecture during
December under the auspices of Beorc
Eh Thorn. During March, Orchesis
presented Merce Cunningham, one of the
nation's leading young dancers.
Outstanding speakers were presented,
from time to time, during the weekly
assemblies. In November, Dr. John H.
Yoe of the Uni\'ersity of Virginia, spoke
on the atomic bomb tests which he, as
one of twenty-one American scientists,
viewed at the Bikini Atoll in 1946. In
April, Virginius Dabney, editor of the
Richmond Times-Dispatch, reviewed con-
ditions in Europe as he had seen them
during a recent trip.
Drama The session was one of out-
standing dramatic activity.
The Dramatic Club, with the assistance
of the Hampden-Sydney Jongleurs, pre-
sented Alberto Casella's "Death Takes a
Holiday" in November, and Richard
Sheridan's "The Rivals" in March. The
Barter Theatre presented fi\'e plays on
the campus: "The Importance of Being
Earnest", "Twelfth Night", "The Hasty
Heart", "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street", and "Candida".
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Student Tucker Winn of Wilson was
OflBcers president of the Student Gov-
ernment Association and Jeane
Bentley of Roanoke, vice-president. The
president of the Y.W.C.A. was Virginia
Tindall of Hatton. Jane Burchett of
Suffolk was president of the Athletic
Association. The House Council was
headed by Elinor Overby of Chatham.
Class presidents ^\'ere: Senior, Louise
Brooks of Farmville; Junior, Violet
Ritchie of Alberta; Sophomore, Annette
Jones of Suffolk.
Freshman The freshman class unan-
Adviser and imously elected Dr. Rob-
President ert T. Brumfield of the
Department of Biology as
its adviser. Nanna Eugenia Jones of
Blackstone was elected president of the
class.
Eeligious During the week of February
Activities 7th, an outstanding program
of religious study and dis-
cussions, known as the University Chris-
tian Mission, was held on the campus.
Hundreds of students attended the sem-
inars, talks, and discussion groups led
by Miss Helen Turnbull of New York,
Mrs. Mayes Behrman of Charlotte, North
Carolina, Dr. Leon Sanborne of Ohio
State University, and Dr. Maurice Trim-
mer of Huntington, West Virginia.
In April, the Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship held a week of religious study
and discussion conducted on the campus
by Mr. Richard M. Seume, pastor of
Madison Avenue Baptist Church, in
Paterson, New Jersey.
Clioir and The Choir and Choral
Choral Club Club presented "The Holy
City" at Virginia Poly-
technic Institute, Blacksburg, and at
Grace Covenant Presbyterian Church,
Richmond, during November. Singing
with the group of 120 girls \\'ere eighty
men of the Hampden-Sydney Glee Club.
The groups presented their annual
Christmas concert in December, ac-
companied by Florence Manning, so-
prano, and Emma Pitt, contralto. In
May, they presented "The Creation" as
a part of the Spring Music Festival,
accompanied by Miss Manning, Arthur
Bailey, tenor, and Russell Abbott, bass.
Piano students gave their recital during
the Festival.
Y.W.C.A. Among the important activ-
ities of the Y.W.C.A. during
the session was its dri\'e for the World
Student Service Fund. More than $1,000
was collected from the student body,
faculty, and administration. I\Irs. Phyllis
Farley, W.S.S.F. Regional Secretary for
the South, spoke to the student body in
February.
The Colonnade Lila Easley, sophomore
from Martins\'ille, won
first prize in the short story contest
conducted by The Colonnade, the Col-
lege's magazine. Betty Spindler, junior
from Blackstone, won first prize in the
publication's poetry contest. Anne Mot-
ley, senior from Danville, was editor.
The Continuing its high standard
Virginian of excellence. The Virginian
for 1947-48 had as its theme
"Eyes to the Future" which emphasized
improvements planned by the College.
The edition was dedicated to Mr. T. A.
McCorkle, head of the Department of
Chemistry and Physics, who has served
as the pubhcation's adviser for twenty-
four years. Nancy Chambers, senior
from Tillman, South Carolina, was
editor.
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The During both semesters the
Rotunda College's newspaper, The
Rotunda, won a rating of
"First Class—Excellent" from the As-
sociated Collegiate Press. Entering the
twenty-fourth annual contest of the
Columbia Press Association, it won a
first place rating as well as "All-Colum-
bian" honors for stories and essays.
Only 10 per cent of the college newspapers
in America can ^^in first place ratings in
any class in this contest. Mary Aleise
Helmer, senior from Newport News, was
editor.
Apple Adelaide Coble, junior from
Blossom Winchester, was one of the
Festival two maids-of-honor to the
twenty-first Queen of the Ap-
ple Blossom Festival in Winchester.
Marian Virginia Hahn, senior from Rich-
mond, was a princess in the Court of
Honor, representing the College.
Dances Dances were gi\-en by the
junior class, Student Govern-
ment Association, Cotillion Club, Or-
chesis, and the senior class. Betty
Minetree of Petersburg, graduate of the
class of 1947, returned as honorary class-
man for the senior dance.
May Bebe Geyer, senior from Chatham,
Day and Hope Frank, senior from
Roanoke, were co-chairmen of the
1948 May Day. Alice Ann Abernathy,
senior from Stony Creek, was May
Queen. Her ^Nlaid of Honor was Louise
Brooks, senior from Fai'mville. The
progi'am, Greek in theme, was entitled
"This Is Legend".
Who's Selected by the faculty and
Who administration for recognition
in the 1948 edition of "Who's
Who Among Students in American Col-
leges and Universities" were the follow-
ing seniors: Jeane Bentley, Roanoke;
Louise Brooks, Farmville; Jane Burchett,
Suffolk ; Nancy Chambers, Tillman, South
Carolina; Charlotte Grizzard, Drewy-
ville; Mary Helmer, Newport News;
Anne Motley, Danville; Ehnor Overby,
Chatham; Virginia Tindall, Hatton; and
Tucker Winn, Wilson.
Physical In November, ten local high
Education schools participated in Play
Day sponsored by the Ath-
letic Association. Just before the Christ-
mas holidays the H-20 Club presented
its annual pageant entitled "Winter
Wonderland". Mary Hardwick, inter-
national tennis star, conducted a tennis
clinic on the campus during April. The
College conducted a basketball clinic in
January for approximately forty high
school coaches from nearby schools. In
February, the district girls' basketball
tournament of the Virginia High School
League was held on the campus.
S.T.C. teams were defeated only once
during the year. The varsity hockey
team defeated Roanoke College and the
class hockey teams won their contests
from Blackstone College for Girls. In
basketball the varsity team defeated
Madison College, William and Mary, and
Roanoke College, losing to Bridgewater
College in State contests. Traveling
north, it defeated Hofstra College at
Hempstead, Long Island, and Panzer
College at East Orange, New Jersey.
Red and white ribbons are attached
to the color cup in the rotunda this year;
the Red and Whites captured the greatest
number of points in the various contests
during the 1947-48 session.
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Granddaugliters' Club
Since its organization in the fall of 1926, the Granddaughters' Club has been an
important organization on the campus of S.T.C. Over one hundred students enrolled
in the 1948-49 session are members. Each of them is proud of the fact that her mother
or grandmother attended here before her.
Wim^
NEW 1948-49 MEMBERS OF THE GRANDDAUGHTERS' CLUB
Reading Left to Right—First Row: Georgia Bailey, (Mary Wilson); Jean Hancock, (Clara
Elizabeth Carter); Jane Darden, (Virginia Presson); Katlierine McCready, (Burton Moir); Lucy Jane
Morton, (Blanche Armistead); Martha Alice Wilson, (Rachel Henderlite). Second Row: Frances
Ramsey, (Elzie Moore); Charlotte S. Jones, (Bessie Knight); Jean Wilson, (Kathleen Wildman);
Ann Neblett, (Anna Jones); Nell Gilley, (Gladys Erma Cooley). Third Roto: Joyce Etheridge,
(Elizabeth Falconer); Billie Marie Wood, (Martha Bidgood); Ann Harding, (Mary Turnbull); Mary Jo
Jennings, (Mary Frances Cason); Sarah Bowling. (Sarah Johns); Ida Buppert, (Mildred Griffin);
Charlotte Hall Davis, (Mildred Dickinson). Fourth Roiv: Christine Davis, (Ethel Rebecca Taylor)
;
Shirley Dortch, (Ardelle Moore); Margaret Ann Jones, (Mabel Johnson); Margaret Gwynn Thomas,
*Margaret Campbell; Maria Jackson, (Mildred Ragsdale); Jane Allen, (Tessie Myrtle Lawson);
Betty Jo Orr, (Josephine Allison).
Not Pictured: Elsie Baker, *Maggie L. Hargrove; Mary Frances Gilmer, *Frances Watson;
Nancy Henderson, (Cecil Fortune); Spot Myers, (Ruth Ware); Patricia B. Smith, (Edna Y. Blanton);
Nancy Jane Walker, (Nancy Ritsch); Patty Walker, (Mary Gladys Painter); Sue Walker, (Mary
Gladys Painter); Jean Watkins, (Emma Ruth Webb); Mildred Wilson, *Rose Gibbs; Nancy Lee
Wood, (Christine Evans); Lucy Ann Edmunds, (Lucy Mcllwaine).
*Names in parenthesis are mothers; starred names are grandmothers.
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OTHER 1948-49 MEMBERS OF GRANDDAUGHTERS" CLUB
Reading Left to Right— Top Row: Harriet Bowling, (Sarah Johns); Griswold Boxlev, (Anna Griswold
Mcintosh); Mary Ann Boyd, (Lelia E. Crowder); Ann Burnett, (Belle Zigler); Page Burnett, (Belle Zigler);
Jean Cake, (Lelia Haden). Second Row: Iris Coleman, (Kate Glenn); Mary Crowgey, (Pearl Ellett); Slary
Davis, (Alice Healy); Sarah Dickerson. (Susie Riddle); Helen Dortch, (Ardelle Moore); Elizabeth Drewer,
(Georgie Mae Seward). Third Row: Lila Easley, (Cassie Duvall); Ann East (Louis Drumeller); Jeanne
Farmer, (Willie Belle Farrar); ]\Iargaret Farmer, (Theresa Lambert); JMildred Garnett, (Bessie Rogers);
Jane Ghiselin, (Virginia Parker). Fourth Row: Jane Gray, (Edith Estep); Barbara Grizzard, (Marjorie
Mathews); Virginia Hanks, (Mary Martin); Martha Hatchett, (Lucy Ellen Marsteller); Jean Hobbs,
(Dorothy L. Parker); Geraldine Huckstep, *Mary Alice Edwards. Fifth Row: Martha B. Hylton, (Martha
Blair); Dorothy Lester, (Mavis Edwards); Patsy Lindsey, (Virginia Lindsey); ^^n Lucy, (Thelma Michael);
Ann Lynch, (Ruth Jones); ,Iane Lyon, (Irene Hunter).
*Names in parenthesis are mothers; starred names are grandmothers.
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OTHER 1948-49 MEMBERS OF GRANDDAUGHTERS' CLUB
Reading Left to Right—Top Row: Eleanor McAden, (Grace Ware); Nancy McAden, (Grace Ware);
Nancy Maddox, (Katherine Anderson); Ann Nock, (Ruth Walker), *EIizabeth Boggs; Maude Noell, (Sallie
Whitworth); Jean Oliver, (Ada C. Riley). Second Row: Anne Orgain, (Alice Clark); Mary Parham, (Miriam
Reeves); Panzie Parham, (Miriam Reeves); Evelyn Patterson, (Perry Wilkinson); Thelma Peake, (Maude
Martin); Paulett Pifer, (Lillian Bugg). Third Row: Virgilia Pifer, (Lillian Bugg); Bobbie Pollard, (Lucile
Mann); Polly Richardson, (Nora Edmunds), *Pauline Harris; Ann Robertson, (Edley Andrews); Bobby Jean
Robertson, (Lucille Jane Clay); Geraldine Rush, (Fern Reeves). Fourth Row: Charline Saimders, (Charline
Martin); Rebecca Seward, (Rebecca Baker); Lou Shelor, (Laura Ada Quesenberry); Mrs. Marian Peake Slate,
(Maude Martin); Helen Smith. (Pauline Drummond); Arnette Snead. (Mabel Powers). Fifth Row: Ann Terry,
(Mary Ann Abbitt); Julia Tuck, (Beulah Bray); Jean Turner, (Maria Meredith); Virginia Westbrook, (.Jessie
Carter); Peggy White, (Margaret Etheridge); Ann Younger, (Elizabeth Watts).
*Names in parenthesis are mothers; starred names are grandmothers.
OTHER 1948-49 MEMBERS OF GRANDDAUGHTERS' CLUB
Reading Left to Right: JMary Louise Alphin, (Hester Jones); Claudia Page Anderson, (Estelle
Vaughan); Mary Puekett Asher, (Gertrude Lash); Shirley Atkinson, (Virginia S. Thomas); Phyllis
Bagley, (Eva Rutrough); Ann Womaclc Barksdale, (Nancy Womack); Catherine Bondurant, (Mollie
Moore).
*Names in parenthesis are mothers; starred names are grandmothers.
Six Summer Workshops Planned for 1949
In addition to the se^'enty-eight courses
offered by the ^'arious departments of
the College during the 1949 summer
session, there will be six important work-
shops held on the campus.
From June 27th to July 15th, an
Eighth-Grade Workshop will be offered
by the faculty and the Division of
Secondary Education of the State De-
partment of Education. This has been
planned for teachers, principals, and
super\'isors concerned with the plans and
problems of the eighth grade in twelve-
year high schools. Three semester hours
of credit will be offered for satisfactory
completion of the work.
During the period from July 11th to
July 23rd, a Guidance Workshop will
be conducted under the super\'ision of
Dean Sa^'age and Mrs. Kathleen Cover.
This is designed for persons in the public
schools who have responsibilities in
programs of guidance. Three semester
hours of credit will be given for satis-
factory completion of the work.
A Workshop in Remedial Reading,
under the direction of Mrs. Sibyl Henry
Vincent, will be held from July 5th to
July 30th. Designed primarily for ele-
mentary teachers, it will emphasize the
diagnosing and correcting by classroom
teachers of defects in reading. Four
semester hours of credit will be given for
successful completion of the work.
>ps
The popular Workshop for Teachers,
under the direction of the Department
of Education, will be held again in 1949.
It will cover three periods; and students
may enroll for one, two, or three periods.
From June 20th to July 7th, the use of
teaching materials and the application
of principles of education in the Demon-
stration School will be emphasized. From
July 7th to July 26th, the principles
and techniques of teaching will be
featured. The administrative and man-
agerial responsibilities of teachers will
be stressed in the period from July 26th
to August 13th. Three semester hours
of credit ^^'ill be given for each period
completed.
A Student Activities Institute will be
offered for elementary and high school
sponsors of S.C.A. and other student
activities during the period from July
11th to July 23rd. This will be under
the direction of Miss M. Frieda Koontz,
S.C.A. Executive Secretary, of Richmond.
The outstanding Virginia Workshop
for Teachers of Spanish will be held
again under the direction of Salvatore C.
Mangiafico. ]\Iiss Emily Barksdale will
serve as registrar. Teachers and pros-
pecti\'e teachers of Spanish find this
nationally-kno\\"n workshop a worthy
substitute for foreign study. It mil
begin June 20th and end July 16th.
Six semester hours of credit are given for
satisfactory completion of the work.
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Alumnae Chapter Activities
1948-49
Louise Cardelixo
Richmond
Eleanor VVeddle
Roanoke
AIahi Spurlock
Farmville
Frances Franklin
Norfolk
The above pictures are the lucky girls who have received scholarships from our
Alumnae Chapters. They were chosen for scholarship, citizenship and a definite interest
in teaching. How could a group of Farmville Alumnae serve their community or College
better than help to send a worthy girl to S.T.C.?
The highlight of the year was the
Alumnae Council meeting in October
when representatives from most of the
chaptei's and the executive board met
at S.T.C. to discuss and plan for the
year's work.
The following chapters were most
cooperative in selling the College cal-
endars in their communities: Richmond,
Roanoke, Lynchburg, Appomattox, Ac-
comack, Northampton, Tazewell, Char-
lotte, North Carolina, Greensboro, North
Carolina, Staunton and Farmville. With
their help, plus the individual Alumane
mail orders, and the enthusiastic support
of the student body, about eighteen
hundred calendars were sold. The Grand-
daughters Club and the Athletic Associa-
tion sponsored their sale in the College.
It was decided not to try another calendar
this year.
The Farmville Chapter entertained the
new members of the faculty with a tea
in the student lounge last fall. Under
the leadersliip of the new president, Grace
Moran, a February subscription card
party was given in the recreation hall, at
which time a nice sum was realized for
the Jarman Organ Fund. The merchants
of Farmville gave lovely prizes for each
of the twenty-five tables. In May the
Chapter entertained the graduating sen-
iors with a reception on the lawn of the
Senior Building. Mrs. Eva Warren was
chairman of this committee and the
seniors were most appreciative of this
welcome into the Alumnae Association.
The Mary White Cox scholarship which
has been given now for four years was
presented to Mary Frances Spurlock at the
Farmville High School commencement.
On Saturday, November 15th, Mary
Clay Hiner and Ruth Coyner attended
the annual opening meeting of the
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Baltimore Chapter. Mildred Ragsdale
Jackson presided at the business meeting
afterwards. At their spring meeting the
following officers were elected: President,
Louise -Gary Alkire; vice-president, Alice
Buck; secretary, Christine Childrey
Chiles; and treasurer, Vivian Womack
Connorton. Grace Beale Moncure rep-
presented this Chapter and her class in
Farmville on Founder's Day.
The Washington Chapter turned their
scheduled fall meeting on November 16th,
at the home of Scotia Starke Haggerty,
into a memorial service for Dr. Jarman,
who died the day before. Their business
meeting was a luncheon on February
14th, at the Hotel Martinique, at which
time their splendid Founder's Day report
was formulated. Their spring meeting
was held in the new Chevy Chase home
of Anne Smith Greene, when Miss
Grace E. Mix, Mary Clay Hiner, Virginia
Wall and Ruth Coyner were Farmville
guests. Jessie Brett Kennedy was re-
elected president of this fine group.
Under the leadership of the alert
Lottie West McAnally, the Richmond
Chapter has buzzed with acti\dty. In
the fall they sponsored teas in different
areas of the city for the Jarman Organ
Fund. Last January, 1948, Miller &
Rhoads was host to the Richmond
Chapter officers and Dr. F. B. Simkins
at a luncheon preceding the sale of
"The South, Old and New", Dr. Simkins'
new book. The spring meeting was a
garden tour and picnic. It began at
"Agecroft Manor" in the interesting
garden of Hallie Hutcheson Mauck; then
to "Alandale", the home of Mary Fer-
guson Hopper where a picnic limch was
served. Dean and Mrs. Savage, Dean
Smith, Virginia Wall and Florence Rich-
ardson were guests from Farm\dlle.
Jean Taylor Barksdale is president of
the Lexington Chapter. With the help
of Henrietta Dunlap they are revising
the list of about two hundred Alumnae in
Rockbridge County. Henrietta attended
the Council meeting.
The Staunton Chapter, under the
leadership of Margaret Mish Timberlake,
began its fall meeting Avith a dinner at
the Triangle Tea Room. The business
meeting followed at the home of Annie K.
Davis Shelbourne, at which time Helen
Cover Lineweaver was elected president.
Ruth Coyner spoke on the Alumnae
objectives for this year. Mary Clay
Hiner was also a guest at this meeting.
Dr. Lancaster spoke at the spring lunch-
eon meeting held at Ingleside Hotel in
May. Other Farmville guests at this
time were Mrs. Lancaster, Air. and Mrs.
Boyd Coyner, Misses Mary Clay and
Winnie Hiner, and Miss Mary Barlow.
The Norfolk Chapter had monthly
luncheon meetings from September until
June. The fall and spring meetings are
held at Essex House, Virginia Beach,
and the winter meetings are at Ames and
Brownley's Tea Room. Frances Franklin
was awarded their scholarship for this
year. Grace Chambers Feinthel was
presented w ith a gift at the spring meeting
in appreciation of her untiring work as
president for two eventful years. Mar-
shall Greathead represented this chapter
at the Fall Council meeting. During
the Christmas holidays a tea was given
S.T.C. students at the home of Ruby
Berger and Pearl Berger Turnbull. Dean
Savage attended the May meeting at the
Essex House, owned by Margaret Cobb
Harrell, and spoke on "Friends at S.T.C."
Catherine Riddle was elected president
at this meeting.
The Lynchburg Chapter had an active
year under the leadership of the following
officers: president, Helen Costan; \'ice-
president, Kitty Maddox; recording sec-
retary, Carolyn B. Clark; corresponding
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secretary, Helen Watts Ford; and treas-
urer, Elizabeth Ballagh. They have
well attended monthly meetings and
through their Loan Fund established in
1909 they have sent one or more students
to S.T.C. each year for more than a
quarter of a century. They were unable
to have their usual spring dinner meeting
because the teaching Alumnae were too
busy with the Lynchburg Pageant.
The Accomack Chapter has had a busy
and interesting year under the leadership
of Katherine Roberts Wescott. Helen
Phillips represented them at the Council
meeting and took back some S.T.C.
movies to show at their next meeting.
In December they had a unique Swedish
Yille Party at "Old Onley" on Onancock
Creek, the historic home of Mrs. George H.
Mapp. They joined with the Northamp-
ton Chapter for the annual spring lunch-
eon meeting when Dean Savage was the
guest speaker. Katherine Roberts Wes-
cott and four other Accomack Alumnae
made a 4:00 A. M. start to reach Farm-
ville on Founder's Day. We are indeed
proud of this one-year-old Chapter.
The Blacksburg Chapter elected Mar-
garet Lawrence Grayson their new presi-
dent. Their membership is greatly
enlarged by many Alumnae who are with
their G.I. husbands at V. P. I. this year.
Dr. and Mrs. Lancaster and Dean and
Mrs. Savage attended the luncheon
meeting of the Roanoke Chapter held
at the Patrick Henry Hotel in February.
Due to illness in her family Leona Moo-
maw was unable to preside and Tux
Howison Metcalfe was the usual gracious
presiding officer. Their scholarship girl
this year is Eleanor Weddle. They were
represented both at the Council meeting
and on Founder's Day.
The Gloucester Chapter held their
annual spring meeting on May 8th.
Elizabeth Dutton Lewis assisted by
Edith Estep Gray, the president, Louise
Bland Morgan and Agnes Miles enter-
tained the Farmville guests. Superin-
tendent Kenney and Loulie Gayle Bland
for lunch. This was followed by a
birthday reception in the Woman's
Clubhouse in the afternoon, this being the
tenth anniversary of the organization of
this Chapter. A lovely birthday cake
with ten candles added to the beauty of
the tea table. Guests from Farm\'ille
were Dr. Lancaster, Dr. F. B. Simkins,
Ruth Gleaves, Carrie B. Taliaferro and
Ruth Coyner.
Kitty Whyte and Hattie Robertson
Brinkley represented the Petersburg
Chapter on Founder's Day. Kitty is
always enthusiastic in carrying on for
Farmville in Petersburg. Their Chapter
does not meet often, but they are always
responsive to all Alumnae requests.
Some of our finest Alumnae give of
their time, talent, and means to further
the work of the Hampton Chapter. Anne
Renolds Cock represented this Chapter at
the Councilmeeting and on Founder's Day.
The Peninsula Chapter held a business
meeting last fall to adopt a new con-
stitution, and the following officers were
elected: president, Margie Lee Cully;
vice-presidents, Susie Floyd and Sara
Wade Owen; secretary, Peggy Gray
Stora. They have a student loan fund.
The Portsmouth Chapter had several
business meetings last year, and Louise
Clayton attended Founder's Day as their
representative. Marie Kelly is their new
president. Some of their members at-
tend the social meetings of the Norfolk
Chapter.
When Ruth Coyner attended College
Night at the George Washington High
School in Alexandria last year, the
Alexandria Chapter under the leadership
of Anna Carrington Stump had an en-
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joyable dinner meeting at the historic
Laura Lee Teahouse.
Other Chapters who sent reports on
Founder's Day were Charlotte, North
Carohna, Appomattox, Winchester, Lex-
ington, Northampton, Brunswick and
New York City.
A group of interested Farmville Alum-
nae in Martinsville met in the home of
Frances Collie Milton last September
to discuss plans for reorganizing a
Chapter in this fine city. They planned
to have an organization meeting in the
home of Elizabeth Kelly Kearfott in
October, at which time a representative
from Farmville S.T.C. would be present.
It is greatly hoped that many other
groups will organize this year. A working
geographic unit is the best evidence of
your desire to ser^'e Farm^'ille. ' Fifty
chapters now prove that the daughters
of S.T.C. have continued their organized
loyalty, in spite of war and depression!
"Thy daughters, true, faithful and loyal
will be."
My Garden
My garden is a lovely place,
With dewy ferns and cobweb lace,
And boughs that bend above the pool
To keep the ferns and lilies cool.
My garden is a restful place
With creeping ^'ines to shade my face
And shield my eyes from dust and glare;
While I'm at rest in silence there.
In some bright, open, sunny spaces
I see s\^'eet, life-like pansy faces,
And wonder as I beg their pardon,
What they are thinking of my garden.
My garden has long, winding walks.
Bordered by stately hollyhocks;
Nasturtiums twist their spicy stems,
Displaying colors rare as gems.
The goldfinch pecks the purple thistles;
The redbird thrills me when he whistles.
My garden is a lovely place.
With dewy ferns and cob'\\'eb lace.
—Carrie Martin Pedigo, OJf.
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Alumnae Tribute
to Dr. Jarman
The passing of a great and good man
always brings wide-spread regret; but
rarely does such a man go, leaving
behind him so many hearts saddened by
a deep, personal grief, as was true when
Dr. Jarman closed his earthly career last
November.
Business and professional groups have
expressed sorrow at his passing, and have
spoken and written in high praise of him
as an educator and as a citizen. The
church and other organizations in which
he worked so tirelessly, have extolled his
name at services held in his memory and
have recorded in their annals resolutions,
setting forth their appreciation of Ms
valuable services in the work of these
several organizations.
We, "his girls", are now, and have
always been, deeply grateful for every
honor that ever came to him; but when
all others have pleased us with their
tributes, our hearts are still heavy be-
cause each Alumna feels that she has lost
a personal friend. And so it is that we
shall always revere liis memory and strive
to emulate those qualities in his natiu-e
that lifted him to the supreme heights
in the role of a human friend.
To be a helpful friend, one must be
able to understand the other person's
point of view. In this regard, Dr.
Jarman seemed to have the gift of a seer.
With his unerring estmiate of human
potentialities, he often discovered in a
girl possibilities of which she was wholly
unaware. Then his faith in her, his
encouragement, his support carried her
through to achievements and goals of
which she had never dreamed herself
capable.
The world's greatest Teacher once
said to His closest followers, "Henceforth,
I call you my friends;" and so we like
to recall that one of our greatest earthly
Dr. Joseph Leon.\rd .Jarm.\n
teachers claimed "his girls" as his ever-
faithful friends. His dignity, his poise,
his refinement, his gallantry, his gentle-
manly bearing, we admired; his fun-
loving, warmhearted nature, we adored;
and because of these essentially human
qualities, we always felt at ease in his
presence.
Because Dr. Jarman dedicated his life
to a sacred trust, that of educating
teachers, he early caught a vision of the
vast reaches of the high calling of a true
educator. To "his girls" he transmitted
the idea that the only happy life is the
life of service, and that by cooperation
with agencies and organizations operating
for the good of mankind, they would
come to know the joy of sharing in the
lifting of the level of life in the community
in which they served.
His own modest, unselfish service in the
far-reaching cause of true education as
the panacea for earth's ills, ranks him
as that distinguished gentleman who
lived among us as one who served. Truly,
he was one whose "Soul was tempered
with fire. Fervent, heroic, and good,
Helper and friend of mankind."
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Joseph Leonard J arman
To those of us who really knew Dr.
Jarman come inevitably the words of
Hamlet concerning his father:
"He was a man, take him all in all,
I shall not look upon his like
again." . . .
We who knew and loved him are
grateful for an opportunity to spend a
few quiet moments together in commem-
oration of the goodness and kindness upon
which he built his life. It will help all
of us on our way to think on these things
and to try to realize for ourselves the
sources of his strength and the ways he
went about his work among and for us.
Dr. Jarman's "old girls" heed not be
reminded how magnetic was his per-
sonality. For forty-odd years they
placed his portrait at the front of The
Virginian—the first picture they would
see whenever they opened the book of
their memories. . . . The several
portraits which hang in the College
today show varied aspects of his per-
sonality at different periods. . . . Stu-
dents and Alumnae love best the one
painted by an alumna, Miss Julia Ma-
hood, which hangs over the mantel in the
Rotunda. There, as during his lifetime,
with his kindly smile Dr. Jarman watches
over the students' comings and goings at
the heart of the College. No portrait
could fail to show the strength, the
nobility, the dignity, the fine presence of
the man who was himself an impres-
sive person in any company, however
distinguished.
Moderation, tolerance, benevolence
were the key words in all he was and
did. . . . His life exemplified the
precepts of the New Testament selections
Excerpts from tke tribute
spoken by Mr. James M.
Grainier at tne memorial
services in tne auditorium
of State Teachers College,
November 17, 1947
which were his favorite chapel reading:
"Weary not in well doing"; "Ye are all
members of one body"; "Whatsoever
things are pure, etc., . . . think
on these things"; "Faith, hope, love,
these three; and the greatest of these is
love". These precepts he brought to
a focus in the one word—cooperation
—
to show the faculty and students how
they might live together, think together,
and work together on a democratic
basis; for young people must be educated
for democracy and for teaching de-
mocracy by precept, by example, and
by practice. . . .
If I were asked to put into a phrase
what I consider the one trait that set
Dr. Jarman above the common run of
man, I think I should have to say it
was his love of beauty. . . . The sym-
metry and fitness and the calm classic
air of the College plant which he erected
here, in spite of handicaps and restric-
tions, reveal the architect he might have
been. The harmony of color and design
in the interior decorations and furnish-
ings, to which he devoted much personal
attention, indicated a gift that might
have made him a successful painter.
And he had within himself the natural
makings of a good musician. . . .
There was no showmanship or e.x-
hibitionism about Dr. Jarman. The
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beauty he sought expressed itself in a
deep sense of the fitness and harmony of
things physical and spiritual. "Look
your prettiest", he often said to his
girls when some special occasion was
announced, and he always liked for his
faculty to be dressed suitably and well.
But to him there was also a beauty in
order, in punctuality, in duty well done,
in goodness, truth and kindness, a beauty
of holiness and unselfish service, a beauty
in tolerance and charity and love. . . .
Browning put into words what Dr.
Jarman instinctively felt and unob-
trusively made the guide of his life:
"Oh world as God has made it
All is beauty;
And knowing this is love
And love is duty." . . .
Frequently, in the lapel of his coat he
wore a red rose—so frequently that to
"his girls" it became a s}aiibol of his
affection for them. In response, year
after year, on his bii'thday, they placed
a bouquet of red roses on his desk. And
so, the blanket of red roses laid on his
grave Monday afternoon gave final testi-
mony of their love, piled through all the
years and so often made manifest with
red roses.
To My BrotKer, a Navy Pilot
I stand in awe of what I saw today
—
I stood upon the earth and watched your flight.
In solitude I saw you wing your way
Into the sky and vanish from my sight.
You left the earth and drifted in the air
Like some great bird that soars into the blue
And finds a lonely place, and hovers there
;
Above the realm of eagle wings you flew.
God lifts you up to Him on silver wings
As you take flight and from this earth depart
Like a melody upon the hush of spring
That floats its way into my very heart.
I saw you wing your way into the sky
And knew God led you as you soared on high.
—Ann Snyder Pettit, '44-
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Faculty and
Administration
News
Last spring the distinguished service
award presented annually by the Uni-
versity of Virginia Chapter of Phi Delta
Kappa, a professional educational fra-
ternity, was awarded to Dr. Dabney S.
Lancaster, our President. Mr. H. I.
Willett, Richmond superintendent of
schools, made the presentation at a
dinner meeting at the Monticello Hotel
in Charlottesville, after which Dr. Lan-
caster spoke on "Teacher Education".
Alumnae are justly proud of the many
honors that come to our distinguished
President.
In September 1948, Miss Ruth Cleaves
succeeded Dr. Martha Smith as Dean of
Women. A graduate of S.T.C. with a
M.A. degree from Columbia Uni\'ersity,
she has also done graduate work at the
Universities of Chicago and Tennessee.
For se^^eral years she has been an as-
sociate professor of home economics at
De.\n Ruth Gle.wes
Dr. Dabney S. Lancaster
S.T.C. Prior to that she was the first
hostess at Longwood. In education,
experience and personality, she is emi-
nently qualified to fill this position.
Having grown up with the College, she
knows its fine traditions. Her popularity
with students, faculty, staff and Alumnae
^^'ill insure her future success.
Miss Caroline R. Eason, ^Aho was
supervising teacher in the Kindergarten
of the Training School last year is the
new Assistant Dean of Women. After
graduating at S.T.C. with the B.S.
degree she taught several years in Rich-
mond. Alumnae remember her father.
Dr. Thomas D. Eason, who was a
beloved professor at S.T.C. before he
became a member of the State Depart-
ment of Education. She succeeds Miss
Rosemary Elam who married I\Ir. Doug-
las Pritchard in September.
Mrs. Ralph J. Wakefield is the new
hostess at Longwood. This position was
held last year by Mrs. Harriet Graham.
Mrs. Josephine Phillips is taking the
woz'k of Miss Carrie B. Taliaferro in
the Department of Mathematics. She
received her A.B. and M.A. from Mont-
clair. New Jersey, State Teachers College.
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She served as Lieutenant (jg) in the
Coast Guard in World War II.
Dr. C. G. G. Moss was named head of
the Department of History succeeding
Dr. James E. Walmsley. Dr. Moss
comes from Lynchburg. He received
his B.A. degree at Washington and Lee
University and his M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees at Yale University. He came
to S.T.C. in 1926 as a substitute professor
for one year and returned again in 1944.
He has taught at Episcopal High School,
Wake Forest College, and ^lary Wash-
ington College.
Miss Vera Frances Baron is a new
assistant in the Department of Biology.
She received her B.S. degree from S.T.C.
and has done graduate work at William
and Mary, Roanoke College, and the
University of Virginia.
Miss Anna Stuart Headlee is replacing
Miss Lucy Bralley as assistant in the
Bureau of Teaching Materials. She is
a graduate of S.T.C. and has taught in
Bedford.
Mrs. Anne Meredith Jefifers, who has
been made a clerk in the Library, also
received her B.S. from Farmville.
Mrs. Jessie S. Griggs, the new teacher-
trainer in home economics, received both
the B.S. and M.S. degrees from West
Virginia University and has done further
graduate work at the University of
North Carolina and at Duke University.
Dr. Francis B. Simkins left Farmville
last summer for Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
where he will be visiting professor of
southern history in the Graduate School
of Louisiana State Uni\'ersity for the
next fifteen months. His new book,
"The South, Old and Xew", has received
most flattering reviews from both the
North and South. Dr. Simkins plans to
return to S.T.C. in September 1949.
Dr. Marvin W. Schlegel is replacing
Dr. Moss as associate professor in the
Department of History. He has a B.A.
from Susquehanna University in Selins-
grove, Pennsyh^ania, and the M.A. and
Ph.D. from Columbia University. Last
year he taught in the St. Helena Exten-
sion of the College of William and Mary.
Dr. Robert Brumiield taught at the
University of Virginia Biological Station
at Mountain Lake last summer.
Mrs. Genevieve Venable Holladay is
serving as the morning hostess in the
home office this year.
Mrs. Hallie M. Laing, hostess for the
Student Building, is having a year's
leave of absence on account of illness.
Mrs. Joseph Johnston, who is a former
resident of Farmville, is taking her place.
An article entitled, "You Can't Sweep
Back the Tide With a Broom", written
by Mr. Christy Snead, Professor of Bus-
iness Education at State Teachers Col-
lege, apjjeared in the January issue of
Moderji Busmess Education, the official
publication of the Southern Business
Education Association.
Among the faculty and staff studying
last summer were: Miss Mary Nichols
at Bread Loaf School of English, ]\Iiddle-
bury College, Vermont; Dean Ruth
Gleaves, Mrs. Alary W. Watkins and
Miss Emily Clark at Columbia Univers-
ity; Mr. Ralph AVakefield at Crane
Department of Music, State Teachers
College, Potsdam, New York.
Miss Emily Kauzlarich, assistant pro-
fessor of physical education and director
of Orchesis, was married on New Year's
Day of 1948 to Mr. Merle L. Landrum,
professor of business education.
Miss Virginia Bedford of the art
faculty was elected president of the
Farmville Branch of the American As-
sociation of University Women last April.
Miss Jessie Patterson of the Depart-
ment of Music was honored by being
elected to membership in Delta Kappa
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Gamma, national honorary educational
fraternity, last spring.
Dr. A. Curtis Higginbotham left the
S.T.C. Department of Biology to become
a professor at the University of Florida
last September.
Mile. Yvette Ancey of Vanves (near
Paris) is assisting in French this year.
Mile. Ancey, who will also instruct in
Latin as well as French, holds a Licence
Es Lettres degree from the Sorbonne, in
Paris, where she majored in English.
The French Licence is equivalent to the
English Master of Arts degree. In
addition to her Licence, Mile Ancey
received from the Sorbonne a special
diploma for extra ^A'ork in English.
Miss Mary Dabney of the Department
of Physical Education is studying this
year at Columbia University.
Mr. Edward Crawley, who directed
S.T.C. Choir last year, is studying at the
University of Virginia.
Mr. Merle Landrum, head of the De-
partment of Business Education, taught
at V.P.I, last summer.
Mrs. Sophie B. Packer of Hampden-
Sydney was the nurse in charge of the
S.T.C. infirmary during the summer
session.
Mrs. Martha Holman Jenkins is a
member of the Library staff this year as
one of the assistant librarians.
Mrs. Cynthia Green, who was a
hostess in the summer session several
years ago, is now hostess for the College
Infirmary.
Mrs. Kathleen G. Cover, of Clifton
Forge, Mrginia, a new associate professor
of guidance at S.T.C, is a graduate of
Randolph-Macon Woman's College and
for several years has been a teacher and
guidance director in the Covington High
School. She will be Regional Supervisor
of Guidance attached to the State De-
partment of Education and to S.T.C.
She expects to receive her M.A. degree
from the College of William and Mary in
the near future.
Miss S. Gay Patterson, who died
recently, was head of the Department of
Mathematics at S.T.C. from 1893 to
1905. After graduating from the Powell
School in Richmond, she taught in a New
England college. She returned to Vir-
ginia for the position in Farmville, then
went on the Sweet Briar College, where
she remained until her retirement. Her
Farmville students remember her as a
clear and challenging teacher, a person of
high ideals, and a faithful friend.
Miss Ann Norman is the College's new
resident nurse. A graduate of the School
of Nursing at the University of Virginia,
she was a student in the College last
year, working part time in the infirmary.
She succeeds Miss Maxine Keeling.
Miss Margaret Finch is studying this
year at the Woman's College of the Uni-
versity of North Carolina at Greensboro.
Mrs. Virginia C. Leeper has succeeded
Mrs. Jean Winfield as secretary to
President Lancaster.
Miss Evelyn Moore has been appointed
secretary to Dean Savage, following the
resignation of Mrs. Margaret Netherland.
Miss Moore was graduated by the College
last spring.
Mrs. Betty Glascock is serving as
clerk in the College's business office,
succeeding Mrs. Martha Russell East
Miller who has resigned.
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Three Members of Faculty Retire
Outstanding service rendered to College by
Miss Camper, Dr. Walmsley, and Miss Taliaferro
After twenty-seven years of service in
many capacities Miss Pauline Camper
retired from the faculty of the College
last June. Graduating at S.T.C. in 1901,
she was a successful teacher in the pubhc
schools of Virginia before she became
supervisor of the Hampden District,
Prince Edward County, in 1921, and
began her service to the College by
teaching an evening class.
In 1924 she completed the work for the
A.B. degree at Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, and received her M.A.
degree from the same institution in 1929.
With the exception of these two years
spent at Columbia University, she served
the College continuously from 1921 until
the time of her retirement, first as a
supervisor of teacher-training in the
Worsham School, then as supervisor of
the seventh grade in the Campus Training
3h -„^<e^ -sA' -''''
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Miss Pauline Camper
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School, and later as supervisor of rural
education and associate professor of
education.
Not only was Miss Camper an out-
standing member of our College faculty,
but in the extra curricular activities of
the students she was a capable leader.
For many years she was faculty advisor
of the local chapter of Kappa Delta Pi
and of the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority.
In alumnae affairs she was also active,
at one time serving as president of the
association. Her long and effective ser-
vice rendered a permanent contribution
to the growth and progress of the institu-
tion, and her influence will ever endure in
the lives of her students.
Dr. James E. Walmsley's longest term
of teaching has been at Farmville, but
when he came here in 1925 he had taught
at several other institutions, his most
Dr. James E. Walmsley
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recent experience having been a term of
more than ten years at Winthrop College.
Being a native Virginian he was glad to
come back home.
At Randolph-Macon College he was
granted the Bachelor of Arts and Master
of Arts degrees, and at Illinois Wesleyan
University the Doctor of Philosophy
degree.
Dr. Walmsley's classes in history and
social sciences have been popular be-
cause he has made the work interesting,
clear and significant to the students. He
has been adviser—official and unofficial
—
to individual students and to groups,
especially to the Pi Gamma Mu Society
which he brought to our campus. He
has had the fortunate combination of
wide knowledge of history and a deep
interest in people and public affairs, so
that he has been in demand as a speaker
before civic and other organizations in
the College, in the town of Farmville
and in many other places in A'irginia.
He is well knoA\'n and appreciated for his
continuous and helpful work in his
church. He has been member and officer
in several professional organizations with
State and national scope, and contributor
to journals and other publications.
On the occasion of Dr. Walmsley's
retirement in August 1948, the members
of the college commimity will miss him,
but they know his life will continue to be
useful and sincerely hope it will be happy.
After many years' teaching at her
Alma Mater, Miss Carrie Brown Tal-
iaferro retired in August 1948. After
graduating from S.T.C. in 1899, she
attended Cornell University and Teachers
College, Columbia University, receiving
the B.S. and M.A. degrees from the
latter institution. She was a superb
teacher of mathematics, as hundreds of
her students would attest. And she
loved her subject so much that she could
Miss Carree- Browx Taliaferro
almost persuade the most unmathe-
matical of her colleagues of its beauty.
She has been greatly missed in classroom
and in conference room. The College
and community, howe\er, are fortunate
in that she will continue to make Farm-
ville her home for at least a part of her
time. Thus her church and the civic
and educational organizations to which
she has gi^-en devoted service through
the years may still have the benefit of
her loyal support.
The Alumnae Association owes Miss
Taliaferro a debt of gratitude ; there is no
way of measuring the value of her years
of voluntary service to our organization.
She did outstanding work as Chapter
organizer; she has served the Association
in almost every capacity—member of
standing and special committees, cus-
todian of the files, treasurer, president.
As for the College, she has become a
veritable part of it. Gentle in voice and
manner, alert in mind, and rich in the
realm of the spirit, she continues to be a
significant influence on the life of this
College.
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Our Fiity-Year Sororities
Kappa Delta, Sigma Sigma Sigma, and Zeta
Tau Alpha celebrate tneir golden anniversaries
To reflect that a wholesome idea or
worthy organization came into being on
the campus of one's college tends to
develop and foster the true alumnae
spirit. And so every true daughter of
Farmville glows with pride in her Alma
Mater upon hearing that the last two
school years marked the fiftieth anni-
versary of three honored and honorable
national sororities which founded their
alpha chapters here a half century ago.
From small beginnings these three
groups: Kappa Delta, Sigma Sigma
Sigma, Zeta Tau Alpha have become
nation-wide. Kappa Delta's group of
four founders has grown to 27,000
women, distributed among seventy-three
chapters and 176 alumnae chapters.
Sigma's eight founders ha\-e increased to
more than 12,000 college women in
forty-three chapters and fifty-seven alum-
nae chapters. Zeta Tau Alpha's nine
founders have been joined by 22,000
college women, representing eighty-one
chapters and 149 alumnae chapters.
Throughout our nation it is heartening
to know that leaders in professional,
business, social, religious, and home life
are women who in their college days
belonged to one of these three sororities.
In addition to their other duties and
responsibilities, these \\-omen are con-
tinuing their loyal support of the fine
humanitarian interests sponsored by the
active chapters of these three sororities.
Kappa Delta, the first sorority at
Farmville, was founded in October 1897.
They celebrated their Golden Anni\er-
sary in June 1947 at the Cavalier Hotel,
Virginia Beach, Virginia. Their indi-
vidual chapters have sponsored many
local charities but their outstanding
national work has been for crippled
children. This was started in the
Crippled Children's Hospital, Richmond,
in 1921 as a memorial to its founding in
the State of Virginia. During the past
twenty-six years special equipment has
been gi\'en for the corrective gymnasium,
playground, dental clinic, tubercular
clinic and X-ray laboratory. In 1928
Kappa Delta placed a classic bench and
sundial on our campus, dedicated to
their four founders whose names are
carved as a part of the bench design.
On their Founder's Day, last October,
Dr. Lancaster read in chapel a birthday
telegram from Miss Lanier, national
president of Kappa Delta. The telegram
was accompanied by a handsome basket
of flowers. On Founder's Day of the
College, in March, the Kappa Delta
national organization sent $500.00 to the
Jarman Organ Fund.
For fifty years the Alpha Chapter of
Sigma Sigma Sigma has functioned here
on the College campus. The sorority
began its jubilee year celebration with a
memorable convention in Williamsburg
and wound up its fiftieth year with a
week-end here at Farm\ille. Three of
the original founders were present and the
cutting of that fiftieth birthday cake
will not soon be forgotten by those
fortunate enough to witness this occasion.
The generous hospitality of the sorority,
extended to faculty and students, in-
tensified our admiration for their ideals.
As a birthday gift to the college, they
presented a beautiful grandfather's clock
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which has been placed in the reception
hall. This sorority, stressing scholarship,
leadership, and social service, has done
a great work. The John Randolph Ele-
mentary Library, endowed by the Alpha
Chapter, is only one of the countless
community projects sponsored by Sigmas.
In 1898, nine Farmville girls organized
a sorority known as Zeta Tau Alpha,
and se^'en of those nine, now living,
gathered in June 1948, at the Cavalier
Hotel, Virginia Beach, for their Golden
Anniversary convention. How incredible
it must have sounded to them to hear
the glowing accounts of the work done
by the many chapters! To know that
their little group of nine had spread its
influence throughout the world, must
have been a staggering, yet gratifying
thought. For eighteen years this so-
rority has maintained a health center
in the mountains of Virginia; it sent
300 members into the armed services
and the Red Cross during the last war;
it provides many scholarships for deserv-
ing students, one of them being available
here at Farmville. The newest project
undertaken is that of work with the
cerebral palsy Division of the National
Society for Crippled Children and Adults.
From their Virginia Beach celebration
last summer they sent a check for $500.00
to be placed in the Jarman Organ Fund
"in recognition of the College of its birth,
and further honoring the Founders".
The Golden Anniversary of the founding
of Zeta Tau Alpha came to a close on last
October 15th, when six of the nine
founders, national officer's chapter rep-
resentatives, and alumnae from far and
near gathered for a series of delightful
social events, business meetings, and
the presentation of a beautiful bronze
plaque placed in the rotunda of the
College that is the proud birthplace of
this sorority.
Forty Years
The newspaper article was entitled "Dra-
matic Club Meets With Success". The dateline
was "State Normal School, Farmville, Va.,
April 24, 1909" and, according to a notation, it
was "special to the Times-Dispatch" . The
reading public learned the following:
The Dramatic Club went to Blackstone
to give the interesting play "Miss Fearless
and Company" which has already been
presented three times in Farmville and
once at Crewe with great success. The
Club consists of Misses Sophie Booker,
Florence Clayton, Pearl Berger, Mary
Dupuy, Maud Mayo, Ruth Redd, Sallie
Fitzgerald, Pattie Smith, Lula Sutherlin
and Winnie Parsons. The yoimg ladies
were accompanied by Miss Agnes Smith,
who has so ably trained them, and by
Prof. J. C. Mattoon.
Did You Know?
Our College started with only three class-
rooms?
Every girl looked out for her own laundry?
One day of holiday was given at Christmas?
Classes were held in the reception hall?
Entrance examinations were required?
Sunday night suppers were eaten in girls'
rooms?
Every girl entertained a chaperone with her
date?
The rooms all had stoves?
Students were required to march to and from
class at which time no talking was allowed?
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Alumnae News
1886-1900
Madeline Mapp (Mrs. H. E. Barrow) died
at her home in Keller, Virginia, on Easter
Sunday, March 28, 1948. She graduated at
S.T.C. in 1886, and on the occasion of the
sixtieth reunion of her class she made a schol-
arly, inspiring Founder's Day address, at which
time she presented the library with a copy of
the first course of study for our College. After
attending Boston Conservatory of Music she
taught music at S.T.C. and Randolph-Macon
Woman's College.' She was married twice,
first to Mr. G. T. Stockley and after his death
to Mr. H. E. Barrow of Farmville. Throughout
her life of seventy-seven years she was active
in those things which malve for the cultural
advancement of society. She was a prominent
citizen of the Eastern Shore and was well
known throughout Virginia.
Lizzie Blackwell (Mrs. Carter Nelson Wil-
liams), sister of Miss Houston Blackwell, was
a member of the Home Department at one time,
and had many warm friends in the community.
She was living with Miss Blackwell when her
death occurred in the summer.
Rose Brimmer died at her home in Danville,
Virginia, in January 1948. For thirty years
she was identified with the public school system
of this city. She was a pioneer in promoting
public education in the mill village of School-
field, when few facilities were available. In
1939 a bronze plaque commemorating the long
services of "Miss Rose" to the cause of educa-
tion was placed in the Baltimore Avenue
School. Her mother developed the famous
Brimmer Tomato.
Annie Hawes Cunningham served as hostess
at Arlington Hall Junior College until it was
closed during World War II. She now has a
government job in Washington and lives with
her niece in Chevy Chase, Maryland. She and
her sister, Pearl Cunningham Boyle, spent
last summer in California.
Margaret Meagher again has launched through
the Voice of the People colunui of the Richmond
Times-Dispatch a trenchant and witty attack
upon an object of her displeasure. This time
it is the contemporary newspaper columnist
who assumes "the awful mantle of paper
infallibility". The letter is well worth reading
for enjoyment of literary expression as well as
possible agreement with the opinion of the
writer.
Agnes Wooton (Mrs. J. R. Spencer) is living
with her sister, Louise Wooton McNab, in
Columbia, South Carolina. She visited her
home in Farmville last year.
1900-1909
Martha Blanton is librarian for the Farmville
Public Library. Her picture as she assisted a
group of Icnowledge-seekers, appeared in the
Farmville Herald last February. Her report of
the previous year was outstanding.
Virginia Blanton (Mrs. Fred Hanbury) of
Farmville was elected president of the Woman's
Auxiliary of the West Hanover Presbytery at
their spring meeting at Hampden-Sydney Col-
lege. "Jennie" retired this year as chairman
of the Farmville District. She has been
prominent in church and civic work for a
number of years.
Mary Lou Campbell (Mrs. James M. Graham)
is hostess for McKim Hall, a home for the
nurses at the University of Virginia. Rhea
Scott also has had a similar position there for
the past three years.
Florence Clayton (Mrs. A. M. Perkins) is
now superintendent of the Department of
Public Welfare in Dinwiddle County, Virginia.
Mercy Crim has retired from teaching and is
living in Hamilton, Virginia.
Margaret Davis is instructor in the Spanish
Department at the University of Alabama.
Mary French Day (Mrs. J. A. Parker), who
has loved teaching on Long Island, New York,
for nineteen years, comes "home to Virginia"
for her summer vacations.
Lula Drinkard (Mrs. Wyatt LeGrand) of
Curdsville, Virginia, had many poems published
in poetry magazines in the past year. A juvenile
story, "The Cat That Lost Its Purr", appeared
in the July-August issue of Slory Art.
Emma Parish is teaching in her home
community, Earleysville, Albemarle Coimty,
Virginia.
Lucy Fowlkes Guthrie (Mrs. Edward Waller
Brown) was for seventeen years a teacher in
the adult education program of the Richmond
schools. Prior to that she taught for some
years in Essex Coimty.
Evelyn Hamner is hostess this year for Main
Building, S.T.C.
Margaret Henderson (Mrs. A. P. Forbes) of
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Kilmarnock, Virginia, retired from teaching
in 1946.
Natalie Lancaster of Ashland, recently
retired dean of women at the Presbj'terian
General Assembly Training School in Rich-
mong, sailed on October 15th for England on
funds provided by former students and faculty
associates. After graduating at S.T.C. she
served as a member of our faculty for a few
years.
Virginia Nunn (Mrs. H. R. Williams) is a
member of the Oklahoma Pioneer Association
having moved there prior to its statehood in
1907. Her husband died last year, and a sister
is living with her in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Eunice and Germania Wingo are on the
faculty of Eastern State Teachers College,
Richmond, Kentucky.
Bett}^ C. Wright was honored last fall at a
reception in Washington, D. C., for her twenty-
five years of distinguished service to the
American Hearing Society. She has traveled
through the United States and Canada working
in behalf of the hard-of-hearing. During World
War II she served imder the Red Cross as a
consultant in Arm}' hospitals.
1910-1919
Sue F. Ayers was one of twenty selected
public school teachers and supervisors who
were awarded scholarships by the Virginia
Society for Crippled Children to the workshop
on the education of exceptional children held
at the University of Virginia in August. This
was the first workshop of the kind conducted
in Virginia, and dealt with problems of teaching
children with physical or mental handicaps,
and those gifted with special abilities. Methods
of locating and reporting exceptional children
were discussed, the findings to be carried back
to the schools and counties of the participants.
Maria Bristow (Mrs. T. J. Starke) and her
husband spent last January and February
motoring through Mexico. Much of the time
was spent in Mexico City, and in a coastal town
fishing.
Irene Buckman (Mrs. E. R. Lineberger) of
East Spencer, North Carolina, is the wife of a
Lutheran minister. Her daughter was a
delegate to a Youth Conference in Europe last
year, and her son is studying for the ministry.
Charlotte Dadmun, who was principal of
Patrick Henry Elementary School of Norfolk,
Virginia, last year, contributed a significant
article to a local newspaper during Education
Week. She was also honored because of her
outstanding work in education in Norfolk. Her
subject was "Modern Elementary School a
Part of the Community". This year she is the
elementarj' school supervisor for Norfolk City.
Myrtle Dunton (Mrs. Warren F. Curtis),
who served so ably as president of the Rich-
mond Chapter, is gracing the position of the
president's wife of the Virginia Insurance
Association.
Theresa Evans (Mrs. T. E. Craft) discovered
early that teaching was not her calling. She
has been connected with James A. Scott & Son,
Inc., Lynchburg, Virginia, an insurance com-
pany since 1923. She is now secretary-treasurer
of this firm.
Mary Emily Firth (Mrs. Wallie Smith) has
been the visiting teacher in York County for
the past five years. She lives at Odd, Virginia.
Ashton Hatcher is now supervisor of schools
in Hanover County with headquarters in
Ashland, Virginia. She is near enough to spend
most of the week-ends at her home in Chester,
Virginia.
Selina Hindle is now in welfare work in
Greensville County and is making her home in
Emporia.
Esme Howell (Mrs. Thomas C. Smith) is
teaching again in Bristol, Virginia. Her father.
General Julius F. Howell, whose 102nd birthday
was celebrated by the City of Bristol, died
last year. Governors Tuck of Virginia and
McCord of Tennessee, together with Mary
Pickford, and Mrs. Longstreet, widow of the
Confederate General, attended the birthday
party. Pictures and the account of his birthday
appeared in Life Magazine.
Bertha M. Hunt retired from teaching in
1945 because of bad health. Her thirty-two
years of service were in her home school,
Poquoson, Virginia. Besides teaching the high
school mathematics she was sponsor for the
senior class, the student government and the
guidance program.
Carrie Hunter (Mrs. M. G. Willis) while on a
visit to her daughter, Caroline, in Alaska
last summer, took flights to the Gold Rush,
Dawson areas in British Columbia, and to
Katzebua far into the Artie Circle. She flew
over the International Date Line and did many
other exciting things such as going out in a
sealing boat to watch the natives bring in
seals. She has a new book on Alaska.
Elizabeth Jarratt, after serving for many
years as director of Children's Work with the
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Virginia Conference Board of Education of the
Methodist Church, became director of educa-
tion at the Myers Park Methodist Church in
Charlotte, North Carolina, in January 1948.
Quoting Dr. A. B. Clarke, "Miss Jarratt has
real skill in inspiring and instructing teachers
and she has rendered an invaluable service in
directing our children's work."
Florence Jayne, who taught in Central High
School, Washington, D. C, for many years,
retired last year. She is still very busy coach-
ing and taking care of her adopted children,
one of whom was married recently.
Carey Jeter (Mrs. Gist Finley) completed a
Master's degree at Columbia University before
she taught home economics at S.T.C., and
then at Winthrop College, where she met her
husband, a lawyer. They live in York, South
Carolina.
Julia Jolmson (Mrs. M. L. T. Davis) and her
sister, Josephine, were among the Americans
invited to meet King George and Queen Eliza-
beth of England at a garden party at Bucking-
ham Palace last July.
Pearl Justice (Mrs. Philip Freeman), super-
visor of schools in Sussex County, is president
of the Seventh District of the Virginia Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs.
Alice McGavock Janney, after graduation
from Farmville, attended George Peabody
College for Teachers, receiving the M.A.
degree. She was dean of women and professor
of English at Sunflower Jimior College, Moor-
head, Mississippi, for ten years. Her death
June 11th followed a short illness in Indianola,
Mississippi.
Shannon Morton became head of the English
Department in the new municipal junior col-
lege of Wilmington, North Carolina, in Sep-
tember 1948. She was formerly dean of girls
in Henderson, North Carolina, High School.
She writes that she has much tar on her heels,
but she manages to get back to her native
Virginia to be a coimselor at Camp Mont
Shenandoah, Millboro Springs, during the
summers.
Louise Rowe (Mrs. T. G. Pullen) accompanied
her distinguished husband to S.T.C. last
summer for the first real visit since her gradua-
tion. Dr. Pullen made a scholarly address at
summer school commencement. He is now
superintendent of public education for the State
of Maryland. They were guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Lancaster during their visit.
Catherine Shield (Mrs. J. J. Ballentine) spent
last spring at her old home in Yorktown while
her husband, Admiral Ballentine, of the flagship
Midway, was in Europe. They lived in New
York while her husband was with the military
staff of U.N. for seventeen months. Her
mother, the former Kate Stryker, who was in
college here under the first president, Dr.
Ruffner, died two years ago. Conway, her
brother, now owns their historic Yorktown
home.
Myrtle Townes (Mrs. L. P. Tayloe) is active
in community work in Vienna, Virginia, her
home. Her name is often in the Washington
papers in cormection with the activities of the
Washington Rose Society.
Margaret Wainwright ("Bobbie") has a
private kindergarten in Portsmouth, Virginia.
She has been a successful teacher since her
graduation here.
Azulah Walker (Mrs. Lauriston S. Taylor)
and her interesting family live in Bethesda,
Maryland. Her husband is chief of the X-ray
section of the National Bureau of Standards;
her son, Nelson, thirteen, builds model planes;
Laurie, eighteen, is now a college student.
Helen Warriner (Mrs. Coleman) is one of the
Normal Professional Certificate graduates who
returned to S.T.C. to top it with a degree. For
the encouragement of others who hesitate to
re-enter after the lapse of years, we quote from
a recent letter: "I spent a wonderful year at
S.T.C. and I wouldn't take anything for having
been there with all of you last year. If they
decide to offer graduate work, please count
me as one of your students." She is teaching
first grade in the Walter Reed School in Arling-
ton County.
1920-1929
Dorothy Askew (Mrs. J. D. Gayle) has lived
in New York State since her marriage. Her
husband, who is also a Virginian, was a Lt. Col.
in the Coast Artillery and with their two
children, Jimmie, fifteen, and Anne, eleven,
they now live in Albany, New York.
Mary Finch, whose missionary work at
Hiroshima Girls School in Japan was inter-
rupted by the War, has resumed her teaching
at Fukuoko Girls School, in Fukuoko, Japan.
Claire Black (Mrs. J. L. Baldwin) has moved
from Glencoe, Illinois, to Alexandria, Virginia.
Mary Alice Blanton (Mrs. J. P. Roberts)
executive secretary of the Virginia Conference
of Social Work, conducted a discussion on city
welfare and help for those in trouble as part
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of the volunteer training course in Richmond
in September. This was a series planned to
encourage new recruits to volunteer work
sponsored by the Volunteer Service Bureau of
the Richmond Area Community Council and
the Junior League of Richmond.
Elizabeth Bugg (Mrs. Gordon Hughes) and
her two daughters, Martha King and Susan,
of Dallas, Texas, visited in Farmville last
summer.
Grace Chambers (Mrs. C. J. Feinthel) served
last summer as a member of the steering com-
mittee from Maury High School, Norfolk,
Virginia, for the City School-sponsored work-
shop for improving teaching methods and
materials. Her teaching of government is
outstanding; she is also a part-time counselor
in Maury High School. For the past two years
she did a fine job as president of the Norfolk
Alumnae Chapter.
Doris Cochran (Mrs. Chas. D. Klotz) is an
outstanding citizen of her home town, Emporia,
Virginia. Her activities include president of
the Woman's Auxiliary of Christ Episcopal
Church, regent of Hicksford Chapter D. A. R.,
chairman of home nursing in the Coimty Red
Cross, president of the Emporia Woman's Club,
county captain for American Cancer Society,
member of board of directors of the County
T. B. Association, and the Highway Safety
Covmcil, treasurer of the P.T.A., member of
the advisory council of the Greensville County
School Board and a delegate to the State
Democratic Convention last July. Her son,
Charles, Jr., is a sophomore at Randolph-
Macon College, and her daughter, Suzanne
Cochran, is in the junior high school in Emporia.
She wants to attend S.T.C.!
Margaret Cousins (Mrs. R. L. Matteson)
since the death of her husband has been chief
clerk for the Oxford Mills in Oxford, North
Carolina. She has one son, Rowland, Jr.
Pat Cowherd (Mrs. A. A. Adkins), who is
vice-president of the Richmond Chapter, has
a sophomoreson at Hampden-Sydney. "Fuggy"
(the son) was selected as the outstanding
freshman in Hampden-Sydney last year.
Mildred Deans (Mrs. R. E. Shepherd) has
three children, Bobby, aged ten, Susan, aged
six, and one-year-old Walter Lee. She and
Mary Brightwell Ligon happened to meet at
church in New York City seventeen years
after their graduation. Their husbands were
at V. P. L together, and the two families have
had many good times together since that
chance meeting.
Dorothy Diehl visited her brother-in-law
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. William Doering
(Mary Diehl) in Stutthgart, Germany, during
July and August. She also traveled in Switzer-
land and France.
Marguerite Erdman has been made ele-
mentary supervisor of city schools in Ports-
mouth schools.
Nellie Gill is supervisor of Grades III and IV
in the Training School of Berea College,
Kentucky.
Rexie Gill is doing interesting research and
teaching in remedial reading in the Y.W.C.A.
College, Chicago.
Louise Glenn (Mrs. J. F. Osborne) has found
a hobby which grew into a successful com-
mercial venture—the making of "Hummel"
pins. They may be found in several gift shops
and are much in demand.
Fannie Haskins (Mrs. Robert E. Withers),
her husband and daughter have returned to
Farmville to live, after living in South Carolina
two years.
Lucy Irving (Mrs. William Shepard), her
husband and son, Lucius, of Daytona Beach,
Florida, spent the summer at her Farmville
home while she attended the S.T.C. Spanish
Work Shop. Lucy teaches Spanish.
Mar}^ Jefferson is supervisor of music in the
Lynchburg schools from kindergarten through
the fourth grade. She began her teaching in
Staunton, then she went to Charlotte, North
Carolina and then to Lynchburg. She visited
Mary Meade Mason during the last S.T.C.
summer school.
Josephine Killinger of Salem, Virginia, re-
ceived the Master's degree in Education from
the College of William and Mary last summer.
Her project report was: "Role of the School in
a Cooperative Program for the Prevention of
.Juvenile Delinquency".
Gertrude Lytton (Mrs. Barnes) was on the
steering committee of the Norfolk City Work
Shop on improving methods and materials in
teaching.
Gretchen Mayo (Mrs. R. R. Straeten), who
has been living in Baltimore, Maryland, sailed
for Tokyo, Japan, with her two children in
October, to join her husband who is an auditor
with the War Department.
Mary Blackwell Parker is now a busy secre-
tary in the U. S. Department of Agriculture in
Washington, D. C. She is very active in the
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D.A.R. and U.D.C., having served as a page
at the national D.A.R. Congress in Constitu-
tion Hall last year. She was also a delegate to
the State U.D.C. Convention in Roanoke last
year.
Mildred Ragsdale (Mrs. David A. Jackson)
has moved around a bit to keep up with her
husband, who has been county agent in Henrico,
Pittsylvania and Brunswick counties. She
was president of the Baltimore Alumnae
Chapter until they recently moved from
Baltimore to Lexington, Virginia. Mildred's
oldest daughter, Maria, is a freshman at S.T.C.
this year.
Mary Rives Richardson (Mrs. Edwin P.
Lancaster) is the present regent of the Farm-
ville Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution. Her son, Preston, is a student at
Woodberry Forest School this year.
Bessie Meade Ridde (Mrs. Lacy Tynes) and
her family have returned to this country from
Hawaii and are living in Arlington while
Colonel Tynes is working in the Pentagon.
Ellen H. Smith is physiotherapist at the
American Legion Crippled Children's Home,
St. Petersburg, Florida. She has recently
taken a post-graduate course at Warm Springs,
Georgia.
Sarah Stubblefield did graduate work in
the summer at the College of William and
Mary. She teaches the first grade in Glouces-
ter, Virginia.
Mary Fielding Taliaferro (Mrs. J. M. Steck)
was a member of the Shenandoah Apple Blossom
Festival Committee who accompanied Queen
Shenandoah XXI to the White House to invite
President and Mrs. Truman to be guests at the
Festival.
Doris Thomas teaches English and geography
in the Gladys High School.
Clara Thompson (Mrs. A. R. Caulk), her
husband and daughter stopped for a visit with
her S.T.C. friends last summer. Clara is
teaching home economics in St. Michaels,
Maryland.
Frances Gordon Thornton (Mrs. Minetree
Folkes) attended the Democratic National
Convention in Philadelphia and was guest
speaker at the August meeting of the Richmond
Know Your Government Club, telling of the
part played by the women in the convention.
Margaret Turpin (Mrs. Emerson Burke)
came back to S.T.C. during the summer with
her husband, who is a teacher and director of
Dramatics in Westchester, Xew York. Mar-
garet is still teaching and loves it!
Etta Belle Walker (Mrs. O. F. Northington,
Jr.), State commander of the field army of the
American Cancer Society, called a conference
in July at Natural Bridge to consider strength-
ening of local chapters in cities and counties
all over the State, enlarging the educational
program for the general public, and improving
the service program for cancer patients. She
has held offices in the Society since 1943, and
she is past president of the Virginia Federation
of Women's Clubs.
Frances Walmsley (Mrs. Douglas Gee), who
taught home economics in the Covington High
School for several years, is teaching in the
Farmville and Worsham Schools now.
Katherine D. White received her M.Ed, from
the University of Maryland in June 1948. That
involved evening and Saturday classes while
teaching, evidence of the ambition and pro-
fessional interest of so many "Farmville
girls".
Martina Willis was on the Workshop Staff
of the University of Maine in the summer of
1948. She was also collecting credits for her
M.A. She teaches in Wiscasset, Maine.
Annie Lee Winston (Mrs. Atkins Clark) makes
her home in Nelson, Virginia; her two children,
Warren and Louise, attend school in Clarksville.
Ida Whyte has recently been made supervisor
of libraries for the Norfolk City Schools.
Elizabeth B. Yeoman left the teaching pro-
fession in 1943 for a government job in Kecough-
tan, Virginia. She is in the Department of
Finance.
1930-1939
Frances Armentrout (Mrs. H. M. Irvin)
taught in the Waynesboro High School imtil
her marriage in .July. She now lives in Char-
lotte, North Carolina.
Ella Arthur Black (Mrs. Joseph D. Rowley)
has two daughters, Mary Josephine and Sara
Arthur, and they now live in Kingsport,
Temiessee.
Goldie Boggs (Mrs. Herman Stargell) was
leader of a discussion group at the Albemarle
County preschool conference held in August at
Mclntire High School.
Margaret Brown of Portsmouth, Virginia,
has taught in Langley Field, Hampton, Winter
Park, Florida, and Punahou, Hawaii. Quoting
from the Norfolk Virginian Pilot: "Miss Brown
has the new look in education! She is letting
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no dust gather on her textbooks—she is the
pedagogue who loves children and suitcases,
which she is ready to pack and leave for foreign
parts on a moment's notice." Next year she
will teach in Monterey, California.
Elizabeth Burger was selected as "Miss
Working Junior" at the annual Virginia Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs convention, for her
outstanding contribution to junior club work.
She is junior publicity chairman and junior
editor of The Club Woman, the official Federa-
tion magazine.
Ruth Emma Chambers (Mrs. R. S. Wuerde-
man) has a six months' old son, and lives in
Cinciimati, Ohio.
Delha Pope Chambliss (Mrs. Walter P.
Crutchfield) is leading a busy life in the little
town of Fort Meade, Florida. She is substitute
teacher, housekeeper, and helps in her husband's
business.
Margaret Clark (Mrs. Harry H. Hanger)
moves frequentlj' with her husband, a Captain
in the Air Force. They have two daughters,
Mary Taylor and Sara Irvine. Last summer
while they were stationed in Mother Field,
California, her mother, Mary Taylor Clark of
Miller School, Virginia, flew to California to
visit them.
Frances Coleman (Mrs. Joseph G. Hankins)
expects to teach in St. Aime's School for Girls
in Charlottesville this year.
Alberta CollLngs (Mrs. T. P. Musgrave) has
been living at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, for some
time. Her husband was recently transferred to
Brookhaven on Long Island, where she and her
four-year-old daughter, Martha, will join him.
Anna Belle Crowder has a leave of absence
from Maury High School, Norfolk, Virginia,
for the fall term, due to illness in her family.
Mary Diehl (Mrs. William Doering) is
leading an interesting life in Germany, where
her husband is on the overseas staff of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture. In a letter to
Miss Coulling she writes: "I have seen many
interesting places in Europe that I studied in
your classes. We will go to England next year."
Alice Disharoon (Mrs. Joseph A. Elliott) is
living in Brooklyn, New York. Her husband
is an officer on a ship that sails out of New
York. They have three adopted children—
a
little girl of five and twins, two years old.
Margaret Dowdy (Mrs. D. W. Locklair, Jr.),
with her husband and son, D. W. Locklair, III,
has moved back to Farmville from Olatha,
Kansas.
Ann Galusha is an Army librarian in the
Canal Zone. Last summer she flew to her
Dinwiddle home for a month's vacation.
Katherine Galusha (Mrs. Joseph Terrell) has
been in the Canal Zone with her husband,
Lt. Col. Terrell. With their new daughter,
Katherine, they expect to return to the States
in December.
Alpha Lee Garnett is the new Dean of Girls
at Blackstone College this year.
Anne Graham (Mrs. Roy W. Coker) was in
Decatur, Georgia, last year while her husband
attended Columbia Theological Seminary. He
graduated in May and is a minister in the
Presbyterian Church.
Mary Hastings Holloway (Mrs. Robertson
Page) is the national head of Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority.
Virginia Lee Harvey has been in Red Cross
work since January 1943. She had many
interesting experiences during the war, and
now she is stationed at Fort McPherson,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Natalie Holladay returned to her teaching in
Ewa, Hawaii, after spending the summer
months with her mother, Genevieve Venable
Holladay, '98, in Farmville, and studying at
the LTniversity of Virginia. Emilie Holladay,
'31, studied at Columbia University summer
school.
Elizabeth Huse (Mrs. John Ware) is the new
president of the Newport News Junior Woman's
Club.
Martha Ann Laing (Mrs. Roy Pearson), her
husband and son, Roy, who have been in Hong
Kong, China, for the past two years, are now
in Farmville with her mother, Mrs. Hallie
Laing.
Bonnie Lane (Mrs. William L. Hilton) is
teaching French in Whittier College, Whittier,
California.
Bess McGlothlin (JNIrs. S. P. Gantz) received
her Master's degree in Education from Duke
LTniversity in June 1948. Bess was a WAVE
during the war and in March she joined the
Navy again b3' marrying Lt. Com. Saxe P.
Gantz, U. S. N.
Etta Marshall (Mrs. James W. Stubbs) is
now living in Pullman, Washington. Her
husband who served with the U. S. Air Corps
during the war, is a forester and Etta has
followed him deep into forests, climbing moun-
tains, seeing deer, bear and coyotes at close
range. Etta served during World War II with
the Red Cross in the Pacific.
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Mabel Murden (Mrs. M. W. Johnson) taught
home economics in Norfolk County until her
marriage in 1947. Her husband is a marine
engineer, and she has enjoyed an interesting
life of travel with him in Puerto Rico, Cuba,
and Mexico.
Norma Pamplin (Mrs. Leigh Taylor) has a
five-year-old daughter, and a two-year-old
son. Her husband is teaching in the Wilson
High School and they live in Fishersville,
Virginia.
Hildegarde Ross is dean of St. Agnes School
in Alexandria, Virginia.
Elizabeth Rucker (Mrs. W. M. Sims) lives
in Chester, Pennsylvania. Her husband is
studying at Crozer Seminary for the Baptist
ministry, and they hope to locate in Virginia
later. She has been teaching in the Chester
High School, where her Southern accent
brought her good natured "kidding".
Alva Sawyer of Petersburg, Virginia, re-
ceived the Master's degree in Education from
the College of William and Mary in August
1948. The subject of her project report was
"An Analysis of the Functions of the Visiting
Teacher in Virginia".
Beverley Sexton is medical technician in a
Tuberculosis Evaluation Laboratory with the
LI. S. Public Health Service in Atlanta, Georgia.
This laboratory is modeled after the State
Serum Institute of Copenhagen, Denmark, and
Beverley is working under eminent visiting
doctors and technicians from United States
and foreign counties. She is also assisting in
the chemistry laboratory of the University of
Georgia System in Atlanta.
Lucy Shields (Mrs. J. M. Andrews, Jr.) was
riding instructor at Camp Alleghany for the
summer months. She showed her horse.
Flag Day, at Warrenton and Farmington, and
won the championship of the sixth annual Girl
Scouts' Horse Show, held at Gordonsville,
scoring twenty-three points in several events.
Evelyn Cole Simpson is city supervisor of
home economics in Richmond. She had held
a similar position in Danville, following her
work as instructor in Farmville High School.
Audrey Marie Smith (Mrs. Dowell Topping)
teaches fourth grade in Poquoson Elementary
School.
Elizabeth Tyree and Gwendoline Daniel were
two of the ten Virginians selected for first
commissions in the regular Navy under the new
Women's Armed Services Integration Act.
Both of these girls were commissioned lieuten-
ants. They served with the WAVES during
World War II.
Louise Walmsley is teaching physical educa-
tion in the Blackstone College for Girls this
year.
Mary Warren (Mrs. Mary W. Staufler) is
stud.ving at New York University this year.
Her home is now in Garden City, New York.
Eloise Whitley (Mrs. Palmer M. Simpson)
is living at Fort Pepperrell, an Air Base at
St. Johns, Newfoundland, where her husband
is director of American Red Cross activities
in Newfoundland. Besides being a housewife
and mother of a three-year old daughter, she
is secretary of the Woman's Club and director
of a thirty-five voice mixed choir. Her husband
was formerly a professor at Hampden-Sydney
College.
Janice Wilkerson is visiting teacher in
Augusta County this year.
Norma Wood (Mrs. W. Irving Tragle) is
now living in Pougheepsie, New York. Her
friends should read McCaU's Magazine, April
1948, for an article featuring a most interesting
set of pictures of her family.
1940-1948
Maria Addleman (Mrs. B. F. Hurt) of Farm-
ville was honored by being elected Scribe of
the 4-H Virginia All Star Chapter at its summer
meeting at V. P. I. The All Star Chapter is
composed of 4-H Club members with out-
standing records in project work, leadership,
character, and community service.
Mildred Altice is a case worker for the North
Carolina State Commission for the Blind. Her
territory covers seven counties in western
North Carolina. Some of her duties are clear-
ing eligibility requirements for Aid to the Blind
under Social Security Act, helping a newly
blinded person to become adjusted, counselling
the members of the family and teaching the
individual Braille and craft work.
Ellen Bailey, who was a member of the
Wajmesboro School System last year, is teach-
ing in her home community, Brookneal, this
year.
S.T.C. is well represented in the School for
Nursing at the University of Virginia. Jo
Bailey graduated last year, and among the
pre-clinicals are Connie Cook, Alice Moore,
Sallie Foster Lipscomb and June Gianniny.
Coleen .4gee, who recently graduated, has been
made one of the head nurses there.
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Frances Bell (Mrs. H. I. Pritchett) lived in
Charlottesville and taught the sixth grade at
Crozet while her husband attended the Uni-
versity of Virginia.
Louise Blackman (Mrs. Harry Kayton, Jr.)
is working in the Prince Edward County
Superintendent's office in Farmville.
Beverly Boone is working in Baltimore as a
section manager for one of the large department
stores.
Virginia Crews Borden of Charlottesville
has been appointed curator of the department
of education at the Children's Museum, Nash-
ville, Tennessee. She will coordinate the
museum's educational program with that of the
city and coimty schools. She will also arrange
guided tours for school classes, including
"touch" tours for the Tennessee Blind, "travel"
tours to the Junior League Home for Crippled
Children and other children's homes and
hospital wards. She received her M.A. degree
from the University of Virginia in August,
having spent three summers working with
many nationally known scientists at the
University's biological station at Mountain
Lake. She is a member of the national honorary
scientific fraternity, Sigma Xi.
Betty Boutchard (Mrs. S. C. Mclntire)
understands now the proverb "A woman's
work is never done" since she has a four-
month-old daughter. Her husband is working
on a Master's degree and they are living in
Auburn, Alabama.
Beryl Brannon (Mrs. Kenneth Permington)
taught home economics in the Linville-Edom
and the Dayton High Schools. She was married
in December 1946, and now lives in Edom,
Virginia.
Rachel Brugh, class secretary of 1947, found
teaching so strenuous last year that her family
made her give it up for a year anyway!
Alice Buck is on the library staff at Johns
Hopkins University. She is also an officer in
the Baltimore Alumnae Chapter.
Emily Carper is teaching English and Spanish
in the Cradock High School, Portsmouth,
Virginia.
Yates Carr (Mrs. C. Mercer Garnett, Jr.)
and her husband are very busy with a dairy
farm. While Martha Meade Hardaway Agnew
was visiting her last summer, Mary Jane
JoUiffe Light and her husband joined them for
a picnic on Skyline Drive. Yates has a fine
son, Mercer, IIL
Alumnae in Lexington while their husbands
are at W. & L. are: Sarah Chambers (Mrs.
George Marshall, Jr.), who has two daughters;
Martha Cottrell (Mrs. Garland Harwood),
who has a son; Evelyn Pankey (Mrs. W. F.
McCorkle), and Alice Seebert (Mrs. James
Godwin, Jr.).
Elizabeth Clarke, director of Audio-Visual
Instruction, Lynchburg City Schools, was
elected president of the Audio-Visual Section
of the V. E. A. at their October meeting in
Richmond.
Imogen Claytor (Mrs. Lawson Withers) took
three months of intensive war-time training at
Columbia University, in preparation for her
present engineering position with Gruiuian
Aircraft.
Alma Crawley is completing a laboratory
technician's course at the University of
Virginia.
Susie Pearl Crocker (Mrs. B. F. Jones) whose
husband is an engineer in Jewell Ridge, Virginia,
has a three-year-old son, Vin. She is active in
all church work and has organized a community
glee club with twenty-eight members for which
she is pianist and director.
Minnie Lee Grumpier (Mrs. Spencer Burger)
is teaching in the Blacksburg High School while
her husband is studying mechanical engineering
at V.P.I. She worked in Superintendent T. J.
Mellwaine's office last year while her husband
was at Hampden-Sydney.
Dot Cummings is a busy first grade teacher
in Arlington, Virginia. Her extra-curricula
activities include coaching a group of boys and
girls to enter the National Bowling Congress
Tournament; organizing and directing a glee
club; taking night classes at George Washington
University towards a Master's degree and
participating in P.T.A.
Helen Dooley (Mrs. S. J. Dungan) sum-
marizes her life since graduation thus: "I
taught home economies for two years in Clarke
County, then resigned to become Cafeteria
Hostess in the Third Service Command,
stationed first at the Richmond Air Base and
then at Camp Patrick Henry, Virginia. In
July 1946, our twin sons, Billy and Danny,
arrived. We lived in Charlottesville two years
and have recently moved to Roanoke."
Mildred Droste is studying at the University
of New Hampshire this year. She came to
S.T.C. in the fall to enter her little sister,
Sally.
Nancy Dupuy (Mrs. John K. Wilson) with
her new husband, Dr. Wilson, stopped to visit
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S.T.C. friends last summer. They expect to
live in Portsmouth after January 1, 1949.
Martha Russell East (Mrs. Wentz Miller)
is making her home in Richmond while her
husband is studying at the Presbyterian
Seminary.
Mary Himter Edmunds Gourdon (Mrs. Wil-
liam B. Gmin) was a graduate of Stratford
College before becoming a student at Farmville.
For the past two years she has been a member of
the faculty of Stratford College.
Lizzie Ellett (Mrs. Joe D. Smith) has three
children. Her husband graduated from the
University of Virginia Law School last Feb-
ruary and is practicing in Roanoke.
Vera Fifer (Mrs. Bradley T. McGaha) has
made good use of her secretarial certificate in
positions with the Federal government, having
been with the LTnited States Public Health
Service in Washington.
Peggy Fink and Marion Lotts (Mrs. G. L.
Mears) are teaching in Arlington County.
Patsy Fletcher (Mrs. Arthur W. Mann, Jr.)
has an eight-month-old daughter, Mary Bacon.
She and her husband live at the Naval Supply
Depot, Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania.
Terry Fuller (Mrs. Cecil Robertson) is in
Beyruit, Lebanon, where her husband works
for the Arabian-American Oil Co.
Mary Goode is employed as a home economist
with the Appalachian Electric Power Company
at Fieldale. Last year she taught home
economics at Fieldale High School.
Gene Grabeel is working for the Intelligence
Division of the War Department and lives in
Arlington.
Louise Hall (Mrs. George Zirkle) has a son,
Andy, and they live in Chattanooga, Tennessee,
where her husband. Dr. Zirkle, is specializing
in pediatrics.
Nell Hall (Mrs. F. H. Wilbourne) has two
little girls, and they live in Roanoke. Her
husband is a mechanical engineer for the
Norfolk & Western Railroad.
Mary Lauriston Hardin and Lulie Greenhow
Jones were elected members of the Junior
League of Richmond last year.
Gene Harrison is working with a library in
Richmond.
Mary Lib Harvey is working as junior
technologist in the Carothers Nylon Research
Laboratory at the DuPont Experimental
Station in Wilmington, Delaware.
Miriam Hanvey (Mrs. J. L. Smith, Jr.) has
been an Army wife since her graduation here
in 1942. But the teaching profession claimed
her while she was with her husband in the South
Pacific. Since their return they have traveled
in Canada, Mexico and forty-four of the United
States.
Frances Hudgins was appointed Missionary to
China and sailed for that country last August.
Alma Hunt entered upon her duties as
Executive Secretary, Woman's Missionary
Union of the Southern Baptist Convention in
September 1948. After her graduation at
S.T.C, she taught in the Roanoke public
schools for several years, and later was Dean
of Women in William Jewell College, Liberty,
Missouri.
Julia Hutchinson (Mrs. O. L. Bull) taught
two years then married a home-town boy
who served with the armed forces overseas.
They have a four-year-old daughter and live
in Craddockville.
Anna Johnson is employed by the Army and
works in the Pentagon Building.
Jane Johnson (Mrs. G. W. Hudson, Jr.) has
been working with the Department of Com-
merce for the past year while her husband
attends Medical School at Richmond.
Marilyn Johnson is one of the kindergarten
teachers in the Northcross School in Salem,
Virginia.
Anna Browne Jones (Mrs. W. Crisp Abel),
who has been residing in Macon, Georgia, for
several years, has returned to Virginia. She
and her husband are now in Farmville, her
former home.
Mrs. Eleanor Peacock King received her
M.A. degree from Columbia LIniversity in
February 1948, with a major in art. She
remained in New York until June, continuing
her work in art, and had a lithograph, "Winter
Evening", shown in the Exhibition of the
National Association of Women Artists last
spring. She taught in Radford College of
V.P.I, in the summer of 1948. She is now
supervisor of art in Fredericksburg schools.
Jane Williams Lane (Mrs. John Downs
Eddy) was one of the brides in a double wedding
in Orange last September, th,e other bride being
her sister. Jane is teaching in Culpeper and
"loves it".
Florence Lee (Mrs. Carl B. Putnam) has a
son, James Lee, and they live on a ranch in
Incheliun, Washington. She and her husband
are doing most of the work in building their
stone house.
Margaret Godsey Lovins is executive director
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of the Travelers Aid Society in Petersburg.
At one time she was associated with the Social
Service Bureau of Richmond, and the Red
Cross in Petersburg. She is president of the
Cockade Chapter of the Virginia Federation of
Social Workers.
Barbara McCaskill, who received the M.A.
degree from the University of North Carolina
in 1948, holds a position in the Bicentennial
office at Washington and Lee.
Mary Moore McCorkle (Mrs. Milton Dunlap
Anderson) was a member of the faculty of the
Handley School of Winchester before her
marriage in August.
Bert McLaughlin (Mrs. Swede Johnson) has
three sons and they live in Bristol, Tennessee,
where her husband is athletic director and
physical education teacher in King College.
Evelyn Mahanes (Mrs. P. F. Meschutt) is
living on Long Island, New York, where her
hunband is employed by the New York Tele-
phone Company.
Ann Martin who received a B.S. degree in
Library Science from the University of North
Carolina, is now a librarian in South Bend,
Indiana.
Mary Agnes Millner is working on her
master's degree at the LTniversity of North
Carolina.
Gertrude Moore left last fall for Hawaii to
teach in a kindergarten under the Baptist
Foreign Mission Board.
Jean Moyer (Mrs. D. 0. Scorgie) is working
on a Master's degree in International Relations
at the American LTniversity in Wasliington,
D. C. She teaches music at a nursery school.
Barbara Lee Myers (Mrs. H. Ray Collie,
Jr.) kept house and had a secretarial position
in Chapel Hill until her husband graduated
at the University of North Carolina last
December.
Geraldine Newman (Mrs. Warren Sandidge)
is teaching in Madison Heights School while
her husband is a student at Lynchburg College.
Carlotta Norfleet is taking a course in
laboratory technology at DePaul Hospital in
Norfolk.
Marion Orange taught in Hile, Hawaii, last
year and is now teaching in Anchorage,
Alaska.
Connie Ozlin likes her job as secretary to two
Columbia Universitj' professors while she con-
tinues her study of music under her former
teacher at the Juillard School of Music. She
is assistant organist at the Fifth Avenue
Presbyterian Church and she also substitutes
as organist in other New York churches.
Nancy Parrish (Mrs. R. C. Haydon, Jr.) is
living in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, where her
husband is working with the Advertising
Department of the Armstrong Cork Company.
Agnes Patterson (Mrs. Henry Wise Kelly,
Jr.) is living in Fairfax, Virginia, where she
taught the first grade last year.
Glenn Ann Patterson is teaching the fourth
grade in the Ruffner School, Lexington, Vir-
ginia. Her principal is Henrietta Dunlap.
Olivia Pettway is school counselor in Ruffner
Junior High School, Norfolk, Virginia.
Frances Pritchett (Mrs. Sam Lippincott) is
in Boston where her husband, Dr. Lippincott,
is studying.
Frances Quillen (Mrs. Reid) took a special
"war" engineering course at Columbia Uni-
versity, and received the special certificate
for Engineering. She is now at St. Thomas.
Virgin Islands.
Martha Roberts worked on a Master's degree
at the L'niversity of Indiana last year. She
spent the summer at her home in Norton.
Jane Cabell Sanford is in London where she
is employed at the American Embassy. She
has had unusual and interesting experiences,
such as attending the Olympic Games in
England and the coronation of Queen Juliana
in Amsterdam.
Philippa Schlobohm's (Mrs. Robert F.
Ratzer) husband, Lt. Ratzer, died in January
1948 from injuries received while on duty with
the Army in Korea. She and her little daughter
are living at her former home in Hampton,
Virginia.
Harriet Jones Scott (Mrs. Gordon B. Eraser)
had secretarial positions with Army and Nav\'
personnel for a while after her graduation, went
to California for a month's visit and stayed
four years. She taught in a private school part
of that time, finding the work pleasant and
lucrative. She will be in San Jose, California,
until Mr. Eraser completes his studies in busi-
ness administration. Eventually, they will
live in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Ann Searson has taught business education
in the Linville-Edom High School for the
past two years. She received the B.S. degree
from S.T.C. last August.
Emily June Smith received B.S. and R.N.
degrees at Duke LTniversity in 1945, did grad-
uate work at Yale University, and at present
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is a member of the surgical staff at tlie Medical
College of Virginia in Richmond.
Jane Smith (Mrs. Robert Dunlap) taught
several years in Charlottesville before marry-
ing. With their two little daughters, Jane
Frederick and Elizabeth Todd, they live in
Plainview, Minnesota.
Elsie Stossel has taught both in Ashland
and Richmond since her graduation. After
last year at Columbia University she received
the M.A. degree in June. Her major was in
curriculum and teaching yet she took courses
in music and dramatics. She studied pipe
organ under Carl Weinrich of Princeton Uni-
versity which will enable her to be a substitute
organist in several Richmond churches when
she resumes her teaching there this year.
Lorene Thomas taught the second grade in
Kenbridge last year.
Aime Fletcher Trotter (Mrs. D. J. Feriozi)
attended the University of North Carolina and
completed the course in medical record library
science at the Duke University School of
Medicine. In 1947-1948 she was assistant
medical record librarian at Colorado General
Hospital, -Denver, Colorado. Dr. Feriozi has
a residency in pathology at Georgetown
University.
Mary Frances Vaughan is working as a
chemist with the State Highway Department
in Richmond, Virginia.
Dell Warren (Mrs. Borneman) has been
teaching biology in New Hanover High School,
Wilmington, North Carolina.
Georgia Watson (Mrs. C. L. Wilkerson)
served as home demonstration agent in Cum-
berland County for three years. With their
two-year-old son they now live on a farm near
Farmville.
Martha Whelchel (Mrs. R. S. Plumner), who
has a family of two little girls, is also busy with
community work. She serves as a member of
the board of trustees for the Newport News-
Warwick Community Chest, and as a represent-
ative of the Florence Crittenden Home for
Girls.
Forestine Whitaker, who achieved a wide-
spread reputation during the past year as
conductor of the International House Chorus
of New York City, is choral director and
instructor in modern dancing at Blaokstone
College this year. Forestine has appeared in
"The Common Glory", Paul Green's symphonic
drama at Williamsburg. She is working on a
doctor's degree at Columbia University.
REUNION CLASS
PRESIDENTS!
Write to your classmates to meet
you at the College for tne big cele-
bration on Founder s Day, March
12, 1949. Class lists may be
secured from the Alumnae Office.
WIN THE JARMAN CUP
FOR THE LARGEST PER-
CENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE
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Marriages
Alice Ann Abernathe>'. '48; Mrs. Calvin Byrum Phillips.
Katherine Dew Acree. E '46; Mrs. Meredith Epes Watson,
Petersburg, Va.
Anna Maria Addleman, '47; Mrs. Benjamin Franklin Hurt,
Crozet, Va.
I.ois Webster Alphin. '44; Mrs. Halstead McCown Dunlap.
Estaline Anderson, '48; Mrs. Emmett Lawrence McCraw,
Farmville, Va.
Frances E. Armentrout, '31; Mrs. Hall Morrison Irwin,
Charlotte, N. C.
Margaret Lee Bailey, '38; Mrs. John Lewis Bowers.
Louise Bass Baker. '47; Mrs. Oscar Wayne Harper,
Farm-\nlle. Va.
Sara Ballard, '47; Mrs. Irvin Pierce Jenkins, Bedford, Va.
May Harwood Bates, E '36; Mrs. Stuart Gray Mercer.
Margaret EHzabeth Bear, '45; Mrs. Robert C. Morrison.
208 North Avenue. West, Cranford. N. J.
Peggy Lynne Becker, E '41; Mrs. Robert Curtis Coleburn,
Arlington, Va.
Pauline (Polly) Virginia Bell. E '22; Mrs. John Robert
Staklo, Tokyo. Japan.
Betty Maurice Bibb, *47; Mrs. Boice Ware. Box 291.
Ashland, Va.
Geneva S. Blackwell, '38; Mrs. N. F. Camp, 1000 Fillmore
Street, Lynchburg, Va.
Margery Ann Boaz, E '44; Mrs. John Alexander Dull.
Lucy Bowling, '46; Mrs. Edwin C. Potts, Purcellville. Va.
Olive Ayers Bradsbaw, '45: Mrs. Douglas Coleman
Crummett. 204 Bradford Street, Charleston. W. Va.
Barbara Inez Bragg, E '45; Mrs. William M. Kerfoot.
Sybil Brisentine, '42; Mrs. Llewellyn T. Coble, Mercers-
burg. Pa.
Ruth Elizabeth Brite, E '45; Mrs. Aubrey Trent Morrisett.
Caroline Terry Burwell. E '41; Mrs. Robert H. Brown,
Charlottesville, Va.
Hazel Burbank, '40; Mrs. Bruce Thomas. Hampton, Va.
Jean Shirley Bush, E '46; Mrs. Julius Eugene Campbell.
Margaret (Peggy) Lee Cabaniss, '47; Mrs. Earl W.
Andrews. Farmville, Va.
Elizabeth Bacon Caldwell. '45; Mrs. Donald HoUis Selvage,
Front Royal, Va.
Hazal Rebecca Callahan, '42; Mrs. Charles Owen Law-
rence, Jr.
Georgie Idaliah CardweB, E '45; Mrs. Ellis Franklin
Maxey.
Ann Wilmerton Carter. '46; Mrs. Russell Carlyle Dey. Jr.
Helen Joyce Cheatwood, '45; Mrs. James A. Duke,
Richmond. Va.
Martha Frances Cobb. '42; Mrs. John Porteus Beale.
Reba Hill Conner, E '43; Mrs. Rov C. Lacks. Richmond,
Va.
Eleanor Bane Corell, '45; Mrs. Julian Stokes Orrell.
Jane W. Coulbourn, '34; Mrs. James McLemore, Suflfolk,
Va.
Alice, Wirt Courter, E '42; Mrs. Whitney Carlisle Burton,
Jr.
Emma Louise Crowgey, '42; Mrs. Edwin Marion Leidholdt.
Alice Burks Davis, '47; Mrs. Hugh Edwin Perkins, Front
Royal. Va.
Garnette Marie Davis, '45; Mrs. George Walter Berry,
Fredericksburg, Va.
Nellie Davis, E '26; Mrs. W. S. Walton.
Nancy Dunton Dickinson. E '45; Mrs. Richard B. Bridg-
forth, Jr., Kenbridge. Ya.
Virginia W. Doughty, ',38; Mrs. Nottingham.
Martha Lois Droste, E '43; Mrs. Marvin L. Gillum,
Manassas, Va.
Janet Adair Dunlap, E '45; Mrs. John Alan Mims, II,
Tarboro, N. C.
Nancy Reid Dupuy. '42; Mrs. John Knox Wilson. Rich-
mond, Va.
Sarah Lee East, '45; Mrs. Robert Jackson Turner.
Mary Sue Edmondson. '41; Mrs. Joseph Burle McGhee,
Jr., 430 N. Stafford Avenue, Richmond, Va.
Mrs. Mary Hunter Edmunds Gourdon, '42; Mrs. William B.
Gunn, 702 S. High Street, Harrisonburg, Va.
Rosemary Elum. '44; Mrs. Luther Douglas Prit chard,
^ Birmingham, Ala.
Constance Bernice Ellington, E '45; Mrs. James Edward
Miller.
Doris Anne Elliott. E '45; Mrs. Albert Linwood Loth, Jr.
Annie Marjorie Ellis. '47; Mrs. Robert Epps Lewis.
Lorena Evans, '47; Mrs. Melvin W. Jefferson, Brookneal,
Va.
Frances Virginia Farrier, '47; Mrs. James Llewellyn Reid,
Richmond, Va.
Mary Dearing Fauntleroy, '43; Mrs. Samuel Ladd
Johnston, Jr., 706 Penn Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.
Frances Jewell Fears. '48; Mrs. George Martin Williams,
Vera Katherine Fifer, E '41; Mrs. Bradley T. McGaha,
1007 Emerson Avenue, Denver, Col.
Alma Lois Fuller, E '44; Mrs. Cecil Robertson.
Helen Fuller, E '41; Mrs. Edgar B. Peterson.
Lelia Hutcheson Fulton, E '36; Mrs. Clifton Bruce Hall,
2235 W. Grace Street, Richmond. Va.
Emily Frances Gaskins, "37; Mrs. Charles Alden Baker, Jr.,
Beckley, W. Va.
Jane Glenn, '47; Mrs. D. W. Jones, 15 Main Street. South
Boston, Va.
Lilly Bee Gray, '43; Mrs. Mark Underwood, 1700 Hoffman
Boulevard, Apt. Si, Richmond. Cal.
Rebecca Graham, E '42; Mrs. Francis I. Catlin.
Rosalie Nelson Greer, '38; Mrs. Wilbur Gordon Hamlin,
Jackson, Miss.
Margaret Louise Gregg. E '45; Mrs. James Carlton
Shackelford, Gloucester Point, Va.
DeliaBryan Gregory, '44; Mrs. George Harwood Hall.
Marian Virginia Hahn, '48; Mrs. Hunter Capters Sledd,
Richmond, \'a.
Gertrude Henkel Hale. '41 ; Mrs. John Alan Ebeling,
Atsugi, Japan.
Coralease Hall, E "45; Mrs. Wilmer S. Huffman, Charlottes-
ville. Va.
M. Maria Hamlin, '39, '46; Mrs. Admore Butler. Louisa,
Va.
Helen Wiley Hardy. '43; Mrs. James CUfton Wheat,
Richmond, Va.
EHzabeth C. Harrell, E '44; Mrs. Taylor George Vaughan,
Galax, Va.
Virginia Frances Harvey, E '46; Mrs. John Murray
McConaghy.
Ann Butterworth Hauser, '47; Mrs. Joseph Elmore,
Blackstone. Va.
Minnie Rose Hawthorne, '45; Mrs. William E. A. Moore,
Suffolk, Va.
Martha Lucille Hicks, E '45; Mrs. Robert Nelson Herndon,
Farmville, Va.
Betsv Higginbotham, E '45; Mrs. Robert A. Elliott, Jr.,
2424 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.
Joyce Eilene Hill, '48; Mrs. John Allen Goodloe, Jr.
Rosa Valentine Hill, '46; Mrs. Gordon Victor Yonce, Jr.
Margaret L. Hiner, E '41; Mrs. Ray Douglas Bobbitt.
Huntington. W. Va.
Mrs. Neyra Hines Rusraiselle, '37; Mrs. Raymond B.
Krieger, Jr.
Sarah Le Grande Hodges, '47; Mrs. Charles Edward T.
Lee.
Elaine Holden, E '45; Mrs. R. W. Owens.
Marjorie Elizabeth Holland, E '44; Mrs. Joseph Patrick
O'Neil, 501 Newport Avenue, Williamsburg, Va.
Genevieve Hazel Hopkins, '12; Mrs. William Franklin
Swartz.
Ellen Rebecca Hudgins, '43; Mrs. Edgar V. Stephenson,
Ivor, Va.
Nancy Elizabeth Hughes, E '41; Mrs. James Vance
Holcombe, Quantico, Va.
Mary Litlington Hunter, '46; Mrs. Durwood Armstrong,
Blacksburg. Va.
Nancy Butter, '44; Mrs. Jack Ben Phillips.
Mrs. Helen Jarman Hankins, E '18; Mrs. Howard T.
Nunnally, Richmond, Va.
Jane Moir Johnson, '47; Mrs. George W. Hudson, Jr.,
Apt. 6, 53 Malvern Avenue, Richmond, Va.
Ann Sherwood Jones, E '42; Mrs. James Edwin Wood, III,
Charlottesville, Va.
Audrey Marshall Johnston, E '45; Mrs. Douglas C.
Horsley.
Margaret Louise Jones. '48; Mrs. Frank Thomas Dresser.
Martha Ellen Jones, '46; Mrs. Robert F. Holmes.
Elizabeth Mosely Keiser, '47; Mrs. Warner Daniel Ward.
Joy Kennan, E '43; Mrs. T. H. Ward, Alexandria, Va.
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Iva Irene Kernodle, E '42; Mrs. Thomas B. Hall, Jr.,
Buckingham, Va.
Patricia Jean Kilby, E '38; Mrs. Joseph S. Johnson, Jr.
Mary Barker Lawless. E '45; Mrs. George L. Cooper. Jr.,
Richmond, Va.
Elizabeth Lobelia LeGrand. '40; Mrs. Forrest Luther
Yeakley.
Janet Priscilla Lemmon, E '36; Mrs. George S. Hanson,
Seattle. Wash.
Jane Williams Long, E '46; Mrs. William Eddy, Culpeper.
Va.
Marion Lotts, '47; Mrs. Gordon L. Mears. 1265 Raum
Street. N. W.. Washington. D. C.
Mary Anne Loving. '46; Mrs. Paul Edward Arbo.
Edith Winn Lovins, '45; Mrs. Alf Haakon Anderson,
Westburg, N. J.
Josephine Sizer Lyne, '29; Mrs. John William Dennis.
Peggy Jean McCauley, E '43; Mrs. Driver R. Lamb,
New Hope, Va.
Mary Moore McCorkle. '44; Mrs. Milton Anderson,
Lexington, Va.
Mary Louise McCullough, '37; Mrs. Hugh Chapman
Gaskins, Jr., Lanes. S. C.
Bessie Eugenia McGlothlin, '37; Mrs. S. P. Gantz.
Margaret Amelia Mclntyre, '46; Mrs. George H. Davis,
William and Mary College. Williamsburg. Va.
Evelyn Mahanes. '47; Mrs. Philip F. Meschutt, 84-18
143rd Street, .Tamaca 2, Long Island, N. Y.
Ann Elizabeth Marshall, E "39; Mrs. Richard Franklin
Siemens. Wichita, Kan.
Etta Marshall. '30; Mrs. James W. Stubbs, 325 Sunset
Drive. Pullman. Wash.
Virginia Laura Marshall. '48; Mrs. Milton C Walker.
Margaret Ann Masloff, '45: Mrs. George Stanley Grimes.
Elizabeth Lee Maxey, '47; Mrs. Mitchell P. Hunter,
Windsor, Va.
Martha Alice Mayton, E '38; Mrs. Henry Alonzo Spivey,
Jr., Petersburg. Va.
Sarah Dailey Moling, '45; Mrs. John R. Mackimmon,
Winchester, Va.
Caroline Payne Moon. '46; Mrs. Robert D. Dawson, Jr.
Mary Ann Alorris, '48; Mrs. John Lawrence Slaughter.
Marj' Virginia Morris, E '45; Mrs. Isaac H. Yeatts.
Genevieve Moseley, '35; Mrs. Paul Schwartz, Fredericks-
burg. Va.
Mary Anne Moss, '46; Mrs. William' Register Covington,
Jr.
Mabel Murden, '38; Mrs. M. W. Johnson, Hackensack,
N. J.
Catherine Meade Neale, '39;"Mrs. Leslie Kilduff, Heath-
ville. Va.
Hilma Pauline Nease, E '39; Mrs. Smeltzer, Kemp Lang-
horne, Evington, Va.
Susan Gertrude Nelson, '35, '43; Mrs. Basil R. Clipp,
Alexandria, Va.
M. Geraldine Newman, '47; Mrs. Warren Sandidge
907 17th Street, Lynchburg, Va.
Marjorie O'FIaherty, E '29; Mrs. Davis. Roosevelt Street,
Arlington, Va.
Mary Cabell Overbey, E '43; Mrs. Henry Bard Field.
Dorothy Lewis Owen, '47; Mrs. Harvev Johnson Hubbard,
Jr.
Lillian Ahce Parkhurst, E '42; Mrs. Sidney Augustus
Sutton.
Bettie Lucile Parrish, '47; Mrs. Charles W. Carneal, Jr.
Nancy Ellen Parrish, '47; Mrs. Richard C. Haydon, Jr.,
126 N. Pine Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Nettie Anne Paytas, E '41; Mrs. Raymond Earle Wiggins,
Emporia. Va.
Ellen Anne Pettis, E '41; Mrs. James Preston Fisher, Jr.
Virginia Lee Pettis, '40; Mrs. Edward L. Millner, Jr.,
Newport News, Va.
Mary Lee Pittard. '44; Mrs. Edwin Bracey Nash.
Billie Pittman, '40; Mrs. G. C. Cornwell. Honolulu,
Territory of Hawaii.
Nancy Pitts, '46; Mrs. William Warren Jones.
Katherine B. Prebble, '46; Mrs. Rezon C. Martin.
Fannie Mae Putney; E '35; Mrs. Junius Weslev Bovkin.
M. Louise Putney, E '42; Mrs. Henry R. Belfield"
M ary Virginia Roundy, E '42 ; Mrs. George Philip
Cheatham, Crewe, Va.
Jane. Willis Rowe. E '43; Mrs. Edward S. List, Jr.
Ruth Pleasants Rowe, '46; Mrs. WilUam E. Daniel, Char-
lotte C. H.. Va.
Kathleen Elizabeth Rush, E '45; Mrs. Lewis L. Stumps,
Wylliesburg, Va.
Bettie Gray Russell, E '45; Mrs. Frank D. McKenney, Jr.
Felicia Ann Savedge, '47; Mrs. Edward Eubank Criser,
633 Ridge Street. Charlottesville, Va.
Elizabeth James Scott, '48; Mrs. James B. Jacobs, Farm-
ville. Va.
Ellen Kendall Scott. '43; Mrs. Asa Thomas Dix. Jr.,
Eastville, Va.
Harriet Jones Scott, '42; Mrs. Gordon B. Fraser, San Jose,
Cal.
Nellie Melba Scott, '46; Mrs. Marion M. Cornwell. Jr.,
South Carolina.
Betty Bernice Scroggins, '48; Mrs. Frank P. Nichols.
Ann Walker Scrugcs, E '46: Mrs. Dennis M. Critzer.
Cornelia Florine Scruggs, E '46; Mrs. Cecil Wallace Cason,
Farm\'ille, Va.
Margaret Ann Seay, E '41; Mrs. Edwin H. Hunter.
Imogene Gordon Shepherd, E '46; Mrs. T. L. Brownley.
Lucy Shields. '36; Mrs. James N. Andrews, Barbours-
ville, Va.
E. Christine Shiflet. '47; Mrs. Herbert E. Maxey.
Georgiana W. Sinclair, '33, '47; Mrs. William M. Gumming,
213 Cherokee Road. Hampton. Va.
Anne Maria Smith, E '45; Mrs. Charles R. Talley.
Claudia Tiller Smith, E '46; Mrs. Franklin Mason Gamage,
Norfolk, Va.
Emily June Smith, E '40; Mrs. Flournoy G. Locks.
Virginia Lee Smith. E '40; Mrs. Billy B. Philhps.
Sara Hailey Smithson, E '45; Mrs. Charles Edward
Magann, Farmville, Va.
Jean Louise Snead, E '44; Mrs. Berkeley Ernest Adams,
Tulsa, Okla.
Thelma Virginia Southall, '48; Mrs. Charles Edward
August, Jr.
Mary Francis Squire, E '45; Mrs. Richard Harold Deal.
Margaret W. Stratton, E. '37; Mrs. Patrick Henry Conway,
Byrdton, Va.
Frances Saville Thomas, '38; Mrs. W. M. Bates. Mathews,
Va.
Sarah Castleton Trigg, '44; Mrs. Lawrence C. Harris.
Anne Fletcher Trotter, '43; Mrs. Daniel J. Feriozi, Wash-
ington, D. C.
Dorothy Rhodes Tuck, '48; Mrs. Joseph Robert Johnson,
Jr.
Betty Van Arsdale, '44; Mrs. I. Stokes Hoffman, Jr.,
Hampton, Va.
Anna Elizabeth Vassar, '35; Airs. Charles B. Pickett.
Ehzabeth Maud Vaughan, E '34; Mrs. Thomas M. R.
Mayo.
Mary Virginia Walker. '46;'Mrs. Lloyd'Charle.s March, Jr.
Sue Ann Ward. E '45; Mrs. George Louis Hockaday.
Mary Ella Watkins, '45; Mrs. Fred Morgan.
Virginia Lee Watson, E '45; Mrs. Wilfred Price, Farmville,
Va.
Myrtle Virginia Watts. '41 ; Mrs. Maurice Warner Roberts.
Mary Alice Webb, E '41; Mrs. James Abner Seay, Dillwyn,
Va.
Martha Frances Webb. '47; Mrs. Robert B. Delano.
Gertrude Wright Wells, E '40; Mrs. Allen Thomas Snyder.
Martha Lee White. '46; Mrs. Benjamin F. Foley.
Nancy Evelyn Whitehead, '47; Mrs. William S. Patterson,
45 Malvern Avenue. Richmond. Va.
Margaret Ruth Whittle, E '45; Mrs. Paul Tulane Atkinson,
Jr.
Ophelia Reynolds Whittle, '45;'Mrs. Clarence'A. Chafey,
Jr.
Ivie Lee Wilkerson, E '46; Mrs. Wallace Charies Johnson.
Joan Sheringham Wilson, E '40; Mrs. Ellsworth Ray
DeMasters.
Bess Rouse Windham, '41;"Mrs. Norman' Francis Walsh,
Canton, Ohio.
Kathryn Ann Woodson, '34;" Mrs. DuRoc Jones Batte,
Richmond, Va.
Ellen Marie Riggan, E '46; Mrs. Daniel C. Webb. Waynes-
boro, Va.
Mrs. Mary Riggan Downing, '41 ; Mrs. Richard S. Herring,
Waverly, Va.
Anna Lathrop Young. '41 ; Mrs. William Dunnevant.
Danville, Va.
Margaret Elizabeth Young, '39; Mrs. Harry Hunter
Roper, Norfolk, Va.
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Birtk;
Gwen AcJciss Thompson, a daughter, Leslie Ackiss.
Anne Ayers Butler, a son, Penn Ayers.
Virginia Eppes Irby Smith, a daughter, Katherine Synnott.
Clarice Jett Williams, a daughter, Clarice Jett.
Agnes Johns Sweet, a son, Robert Edward.
Beth Johnson Wright, a daughter, Elizabeth Johnson.
Luverta Joyner Gumkowski, a son, Edward Michael.
'B>eiiy Baldwin Taylor, a son, Robert E., Jr.
Virginia -BarA-st/a/e Rotter, a daughter. Carolyn Sutherlin.
Lucy Jean Baskerville Lewis, a son, John Galusha. Jr.
Emma Si«!7/mm Anderson, a son, Raymond, Jr.
Ella Arthur Black Rowley, a daughter. Mary Josephine.
Ann Blair Brown, a daughter.
Mar>' Clare Booth Loyd, a son.
Carolyn Boothe Saunders, a daughter, Rebecca Leah.
Nancy Bonduranl Wilson, a daughter, Nancy Powers.
Ethel Boswell McKenzie, a son, Charles Lewis, Jr.
Betty Boulchard Maclntyre, a daughter. Lynn Culbertson.
Ann Bradshaw Millner, a daughter, Roberta.
Ka-chei Burroughs Hall, a daughter, Rachel Ann.
Alma ("Army") Butlericorlh Lewis, a daughter, Julia Hunt.
Ruth Emma Chambers Wuerdeman, a son.
Delha Pope Chambliss Crutchfield, a son, Walter, Jr.
Katherine Chappell Shaw, a son, Warren Mitchell, Jr.
Dorothy Childress Hill, a son, William Clayton.
Margaret Clark Hanger, a daughter, Sara Irvine.
Betty Cock Elam, a daughter. Anne Duel.
Josie Cogsdale Taylor, a daughter, June Gayle.
W. Agnes Cooke Glenn, a son.
Frances Copenhaver Defoe, a son, James Vernon. IIL
Harriet Cowles Carter, a daughter.
Hannah Lee Crawford Reynolds, a son, Charles Wilson, Jr.
Helen Crute Vaughan, a daughter, Susan Anderson.
Iva Cummings Johnson, a daughter. Laura Tee.
Mildred ("Duckie") Davies Campbell, a daughter, Mary
Davies.
Mildred Deans Shepherd, a son, Walter Lee.
Helen Duoley Dungan, twin sons, Billy and Danny.
Frances Dudley Brooks, a son.
Ann Dugger Mcintosh, a daughter, Ann.
Sally Dunlap Shackelford, a son.
Elinor LairZess Hutchins, a son, George William.
Robin Lear Peacock, a daughter, Ann Christy.
Florence Lee Putnam, a son, James Lee.
Elizabeth LeGrand Grainger, a son, Walter Plemkett.
Helen Lewis Bishop, a son, A. T. Bishop, III.
Jean McClure Thomas, a daughter, Rebecca McClure.
Louise McCorkle Laughlin, a daughter, Margaret Jean.
Madeline McGlolhlin Watson, a son, Oswald Beechmond,
III.
Bert McLaughlin Johnson, a son, George.
Dorothy Morris Butler, a daughter, Marion Tucker.
Carter Belle Miint Clopton, a daughter, Elizabeth
Randolph.
Nancy Naf Austin, a son, William Edward, Jr.
Alice Nichols Proterra, a daughter, Virginia Fay.
Martha Nottingham Rice, a daughter.
Norma Pamplin Taylor, a son.
Frances Parham Jeanes, a daughter, Frances.
Catherine Parr Watts, a son, John Albert, Jr.
Agnes Patterson Kelly, a son, Henry Wise, Jr.
Betty Peerman Coleman, a son, Robert Peerman.
Agnes Pickral Snead, a daughter, Barbara Leigh.
Nancy Pills Jones, a son. Thomas Warner.
Annie Pollard Southworth, a son, Wiley Pollard.
Joan Poole Wood, a daughter, Cynthia Joan.
Ruth Purdum Davies, a son, Jack, III.
Anne Putney Flory, a son, William Evans Sherlock, Jr.
Delia Ella Rainey McClung, a daughter, Margaret Lynn.
Virginia Richards Dofflenyer, a daughter, jMary Martha.
Mary Jane Ritchie Johann, twin daughters.
Annette Roberts'^yler, a daughter, Martha Ann.
Doris Robertson Atkisson, a daughter. Jane Clay.
Claire Eastman Nickels, a daughter.
Ritchie Ellis Chandler, a daughter, Judy Garner.
Frances FZeminfl Southerland, a daughter, Frances Bidgood.
Patsy Fletcher Mann, a daughter, Mary Bacon.
Helen Fuller Peterson, a daughter.
"Terrj'" Fuller Robinson, a son.
Nancy Fulton Harbuck, a daughter, Nancy Louise.
Katherine 6'a?(/s/m Terrell, a daughter, Katherine.
Iris Frances Geyer Watson, a son, Samuel Geyer.
Fannie Will Hall Land, a daughter, Sara.
Irving Mae Hamilton Eubank, a son.
Ann Hamlin Parrott, a daughter, Margaret Eloise.
Betty Hardy Murdock, a daughter. Sara Hardy.
Martha Higgijis Walton, a son.
Mary Easley Hill Steger, a son, James Edward, Jr.
Rosa Hill Yonce, a son.
Hallie Hillsman Fleetwood, a son, James Milton, Jr.
Nell Holloway Elwang, a daughter, Mary Alice.
Emily Hoskins Heald, a son.
Helen Hoyer Tucker, a daughter.
Adele Hutchinson Watkins, a daughter, Adele Hutchinson.
Phyllis Schlobohm Ratzer, a daughter, Robin EHzabeth.
Betty Sexton WiUis, a daughter, Beverley.
Frances Shepard Andrews, a daughter.
Myra Smith Ferguson, a son, Warner Thompson, Jr.
Leah Spitler Lee, a daughter.
Margaret Slallard Wooling, a daughter. Jo Stallard.
Mary Louise Slerreit Campbell, a son, John Sterrett.
Virginia Sydnor Allen, a daughter.
Zaida Thomas Humphries, a daughter, Mary Nicholas.
La Reine Thornton Powell, a daughter, Wanda Louise.
Barbara Tripp Friend, a son.
Gene Tvcker Ramsey, a son.
Betty VonGemmingen Bruce, a daughter, Lucien.
Mary Stuart Wamsley Hinson, a daughter, Margaret Anne,
Nancy Claire Watkins Gregory, a son, Douglas Meigs.
Helen Watts Ford, a daughter.
Nancy Watts Hanbury, a daughter, Nancy Elizabeth.
Ella Banks Weathers Boyle, a son, John Weathers.
Nannie Webb Brightwell, a daughter, Nancy Lee.
Susie Wise Hamilton, a son, Ernest Stephen.
Norma Wood Tragle, a daughter.
Winifred Wright Heron, a daughter, Holly Winston.
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Do Your Part
The help of the Alumnae is
needed in the preparation oi
S.T.C. s history
You will recall that the February 1948,
issue of the Alumnae Bulletin con-
tained a short notice concerning a pro-
posed history of State Teachers College.
The subject had been discussed at the
1947 meeting of the Alumnae Council.
Also at this meeting was Dr. Francis B.
Simkins, who had agreed to write this
"biography" of the College. He pointed
out that a historical account of S.T.C.
which would stress the personality of the
College, would be impossible unless a
wealth of material concerning the every-
day life of former students was available.
Such source materials would include
letters written while in college, anecdotes
about students and faculty, old pictures,
old school publications, including pro-
grams of college productions or of gradua-
tion exercises. It would also include
printed or manuscript accounts of social
and club activities, as well as academic
accomphshments, of students after leav-
ing college.
The part that the College Library was
prepared to play in the collecting and
preserving of such materials was ex-
plained at the meeting by Dr. Beverley
Ruffin, College Librarian. The S.T.C.
Historical Collection of Books and Man-
uscripts is now housed in a separate room
in the Library where for the first time
there is care and development of this
valuable source material.
For the eventual success of this project
your cooperation is essential. You your-
selves are the source materials on which
an author is dependent in his social
biography of the College. It is essential
to have a record of your student activ-
ities. You can contribute this material.
Have j'ou old annuals, old handbooks,
old issues of The Colonnade'! The Col-
lege Library wants issues of these. The
Library also wants issues of The Voice,
published by the Cunningham and the
Ruffner Library Societies; of The Tribu-
tum, running from September 1930 into
the forties; of the old Farmville Quarterly
Review, published in the late 1930's; of
The Guidon, begim in February 1905 and
continued until 1910 and thereafter; of
The Focus, begun in Februar}^ 1911 and
continued into the 1920's; of the State
Teachers College Magazine, the first issue
having appeared in May 1925. Do you
have any of these student publications?
If so, will you not send them for preserva-
tion to the S.T.C. College Library?
Complete sets of each student publica-
tion would indeed form one layer in the
source records necessary for the histo-ian
who undertakes to create a word portrait
of the "Spirit of Farmville".
A small shipment of Farmville Wedgewood China has been received. The
following may be ordered:
Plates, 10}^-inch size (Rotunda or Longwood, blue only), $2.00 each.
Plates, bread and butter size (Rotunda, blue or mulberry), $1.00 each.
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Tke 1948 Honor Roll
Those who contributed to the Ahimnae Fund are hsted below by classes. Most of
these gifts were unrestricted or to the Jarman Organ Fund. The figure after the year
indicates the number in the class whose addx'esses are known. Hats off to our oldest
class of 1886 who gave 100 per cent!
1886—
4
Bessie Blanlon Jones
Madeline Mapp Barrow
Lula Mc Kinney
•Hester Eskew Pond
1887—4
Julia Johnson Eggleston
1888—7
Fannie L. Berkeley
Kate Ferguson Morehead
fBlanche Mosely Cook
Josie Winston Woodson
1889-—
6
Myra Compton Allnut
Fannie Littleton Kline
Margaret Meagher
1890—6
Mary E. Campbell
1891—7
*Ella Gaver Pierce
Blanche Gilliam Putney
Lucy Irvine. Irvine
Maude F. Trevvetl
1892—13
Mary Berkeley
Julia Davidson
Myrtis Spain Hall
Louise Twelvetrees Hamlett
1893—11
M. Alma Bland
Bessie Turner
1894—17
Mabin Branch Simpson
Mattie Buchanan
Lou Chewing Harper
Pearl Cunningham Bo>"le
Louisa Gayle Bland
Jane Hardy Long
Alma Harris Netherland
Pauline Harris Richardson
Ruby Hudgins Diggs
Florine Hunt Fowler
Julie P. Leachr.
Maude Pollard Turniitn
Janie Staples Chappell
1895—20
•Lizzie Blackwell Williams
Lizzie Galloway
Pearl Hardy
Virginia Holliatray
Marj' Sue Ranci/ Short
Mary RatcliiTe Chenery
Agnes Woolon Spencer
Linwood Sluhbs
•Associate member.
tGiven in memory by her familj'.
1896—25
Rosalie Stuart Bland
Jean Cameron Agnew
Kate Fletcher Bralley
Mell Holland Jones
Bessie Lindsey Farmer
*Mav Paulelle Gills
*Jennip Phillips Elliott
Elizat'ctii Smilhson Alorris
Maj.\- H. Taylor
Merrie Verser Howard
1897—26
Ida Cofer Seim
MarvJBetty Daniel Jones
Sallie Floyd Bell
Martha M. Kennerly
Emma LeCato Eichelberger
Zillah Mapp Winn
Mattie Wainwrighl Hubbard
1898—27
Marie IjilVie Blund Williams
Florence Brmidis Davidson
*Rosa Candler Combs
Loulie Cralle Lancaster
Annie Hawes Cunningham
•Maude YostevGill
Ida R. Greever
Laura Harris Hines
Charlotte Mc Kinney Gash
Belle Mears Miller
Pattie Percivall
Bernice Pollard Hurst
Kathleen Riley Gage
Martha Turner Hundley
Genevieve Venable Holladay
1899—17
Lily Carter Vaughan
Ruby Leigh Orgain
Nelly Preston
Lola Sowers Browne
Carrie B. Taliaferro
Julia Vaughan Lunsford
Lucy Wright James
1900—18
Vivian Bin/is Parker
Margaret Goode Moore
Ida Howard Chiles
Patsie F. Johns
Natalie Lancaster
Elizabeth Watkins Houston
1901—28
Alice Atkinson Szanto
Emma J. Barnes
Pauline Camper
Hessie ChernauU Yelton
Grace Eka?! Garnett
Beulah Finke Horn
Josephine Goodwin Parsons
Louise Hogwnod Russell
Josephine E. Luck
Bessie Palmer Saunders
Edith Sleiglider Robinson
Pearl Watterson Showalter
Frances While Mertins
'Mary Wise
1902—24
Helen Blackiston
Georgia. Bryan Hutt
Rosa.'' Dexter
Mary P. Farthing
Mary F. Poivers
Frances Y. Smith
Kate Vaughan Farrar
Susie Warner Maddox
1903—33
*Jessiei3n// du Pont
Olive Brooks Dorin
Ruth Clendenning Gaver
Mildred D. Cook
Martha Goggin Woodson
Otelia G. Harvie
Grace B. Holmes
Anna C. Paxton
Mary E. Peck
H. May Phelps
Mary S. Yonge
1904—53
Mary Baldwin Bynum
Ella Burger Morgan
Mary Lou Campbell Graham
Bessie Carter Taylor
Inez Clary McGeorge
Ehzabeth Cobbs Pritchett
Jessie Dey
Marie Etheridge Bratten
Blanche Gilbert
Mary Gray Munroe
Bertha Harris Woodson
Amelia Harrison Palmer
Mariam Ifearring Burfoot
Eva Heterirk Warren
Mary CIa>- Hiner
Fannie Hodnelt Moses
Blanche Johnston Mitchell
Cora B. Kay
Sadie Leary Cox
Bessie MrGenrge Gwathmey
Carrie McGeorge Burke
Carrie Martin Pedigo
Bettie Murfce Ray
Mary Powers Kearney
Bthel Reynolds White
Scotia Starke Haggerty
Carrie Sutkerlin
1905—44
Eleanor Abbitt Thomas
Susie Chilton Palmer
Martha Coulling (Honorary)
Mary Day Parker
Edith Dickey Morris
Marv Eu'clt Hundley
Ellen Lee Wilson
Carlotta Lewis
Lucy Manson Simpson
Alice Paulelle Creyke
*Kate Perry
Fannie May Pierce
Ursula Tuck Buckley
Bessie Wude Wooten
Marv Edith Whitley
*Mattie Willis
Frances R. Wolfe
Clair Woodruff Bugg
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1906—i5
Louise Adams Armstrong
Nellie M.Baker
Steptoe Campbell Wood
Nellie Cameal Richardson
Isa Complon
Edna Cox Turnbull
Carrie M. Dungan
Henrietta C. Dunlap
Margaret Farish Thomas
Elise Holland Perkins
Bess Howard Jenrette
Florence L. Ingram
Nell D. Ingram
Anna JolHffe Denny
•Grace Mallory Hobbs
Virginia Nunn "Williams
Mary Preston Clark
Bernie Smith Grey
Georgiana Stephenson
Pearl Tounisend Jordan
Pearl Vaughan Childrey
Elizabeth Verser Hobson
Pauline B. WilliaTuson
1907—53
Caroline Bayley
Flora A. Bruce
•Agnes Burger Williams
MoUie Byerley Owen
Alice Lee Castle
•Lucy Elcan Gilliam
Clara Fallwell Vaughan
Hattie Belle Gilliam Marshall
Mary T. Glasgow
Carrie Mason Norfleet
Beryl Morris Flannagan
Lucy Rice English
Leonora Ryland Dew
Louise Semones
Virginia Tinsley
Susie D. Wright
1908—42
Grace Beale Moncure
'Erarasi Blanlon Vaughan
Virginia Blanlon Hanbury
ClsiiTe Burton Long
Rosa Caldwell Mann
•Lucille Clay Robertson
Nora Garrett Lancaster
Grace Graham Beville
Mollie Mauzy Myers
Virginia L. Nelson
Georgeanna Xewby Page
Cassie Sheppard Maynard
Lockett Walton Marshall
Lois Watkins Franklin
Polly Watkins Rogers
1909—58
M. Clarice Bersch
Ann Bidgood Wood
Martha K. Blanlon
Minme Blanton Button
•Elizabeth Booker Morton
•Lillie Watson Canady Denning
Alice Carter
Carrie Caruthers Johnson
Hallie Chrisman
•Mamie Clark Morris
Florence Clayton Perkinson
M. Zula Cutchins
Mary P. Dupuy
Emma Farish
•Otelia M. Glasgow
Evelyn Hamner
Chess Hardbarger
Isabelle W. Harrison
•Julia S. Kyle
Katherine Pennybacker Wright
Mary Perkins Fletcher
Florence B. Rawlings
Lucy Robins Archer
Ethel Sandidge Thomas
Mary Stephens Sherman
Lou Sulherlin Barksdale
Betty C. Wright
•Associate member.
1910—67
Florence Acree Conkling
•Katherine Amonelle Davis
Julia Armislead Lee
•Hattie E. Ashe
Mittie Batten Brown
Ruby Bcrger
A. Boothe Bland
•Sophie Booker Packer
Bessie Brooke Ritchie
MilUan Brooke Walker
Cora Brooking Parker
Mary Vivian Brooking Savedge
SalUe Chew LesUe
Bessie Coppedge
•Natalie Hardy Graham
Charley Jones Beck
Leona Jordan
Ethel La Boyteaux
Olive Myers Tarpley
Edna Pattie
Alleen Poole McGinnes
Hattie Robertson Jarratt
Caroline Roper White
Mary A. Savedge
Judith Saville
Myrtle Lillian Steele Seay
Catherine Heth Taylor
Mary Taylor Clark
Marjorie S. Thompson
1911—SI
Mary Anderson Campbell
Kathleen Baldwin MacDonald
Pearl Berger Turnbull
•Celeste Richardson Blant on
Grace Clements
Sue Cook Booker
Louise Eubank Broadus
Louise Ford Waller
Janie Gaines Wightman
EHzabeth Haskins Perkinson
Ashton Hatcher
SeUna Hindle
Emily Johnson
Virginia H. Johnson
Bessie Gordon Jones
Pearl Justice Freeman
Elsie Landrum
Nell Maupin
Rebekah Peck
Lucy Phelps
•Carrie Rennie Eason
Susie Robinson Turner
Mary Ellen Shaw McCue
Ruth Shepherd Forbes
Ada Smith Shoffner
Martha Sinith Reed
Lucy Steptoe
R. Mildred Sutherland Perdue
Anne P. Thorn
Penelope White West
Elsie E. Wilson
1912—90
Mary W. D. Anderson Lathame
Mamie Auerbach
lionise Baithis Keister
Sallie Blankeitship Adams
Jean Boatwright Goodman
Leta Christian
Lettie Cox Laughon
Louise Davis Thacker
S. Elizabeth Hawthorne
Mary A. Holt (Lady May)
Susie Holt
Hallie Hutcheson Mauck
Sallie Jackson Stokes
Mary Lloyd Harris
Pearl Matthews
Lily Perrivall Rucker
Louise Poindexler
Susie Powell Peters
Louise Rowe Pullen
Belle Spalig Hubbard
Annie Summers
Thursetta Thomas Ross
Anne Wilkinson Cox
1913—82
Madeline Askew Harman
Kathleen Barnett Fringer
Ada R. Bierbower
Thelma Blanton Rockwell
Margaret Boatwright Mclntyre
•Anne Tucker Bradshaw
Florence Boston Decker
Virgilia Bugg
Minnie Butler Albright
Bailie W. Daughtry
Antoinette Davis Schaefer
Elsie Gay Wilbourn
Ruth Harding Coyner
Sallie Hargrave Short
Winnie V. Hiner
Bertha M. Hujit
Evelyn Hurff Cross
Annie Warren Jones Starritt
Rubye Keith Wencke
l^ena. Lochridge Sexton
Alice Martin Horgan
Annie Moss McClure
Bessie Price Rex
Ethel B. Rodes
Halhe Rodes Willberger
Julia Rollins Ashby
Annie Laurie Stone
Elsie Stull
Annie Tignor
•Bettie Lee Vermillera
1914—109
Ira McAlpin Ebeling
Dorothy Batten Kitchen
Martha. Bill
Claiborne Bouldin Jones
Maria Bristow Starke
Marie Brown Thomas
Mary Frances Bruce Martin
Bessie Bucher Pike
Lilhan Bugg Pifer
Alice Dadmun Murphy
Annie K. Davis Shelburne
Lockey Delp Rector
Grace Dickenson Elliott
Irene Dunn Clarke
Carrie Galusha Mcllwaine
Ruth Gleaves
Lucy Heath Sherrill
Margaret Hiner Wamsley
Pearl Henley Jones
Meta Jordan Woods
Elizabeth Ke7idrick Easley
Lila McGehee Vreeland
AHce McLaughlin
Juanita Manning Harper
Susan Minton Reynolds
Lucy Moore Drewry
Josephine Phelps White
Carolyn Pope McCall
Alma Thomas
Mary Virginia Traylor O'Geary
Mary Trerillian Grice
Mary Turnbull Vaughan
Sadie Upson Stiff
Elizabeth Wall Ward
Roche Watkins Gaines
Josephine White
1915—111
Edith Abbitt Rose "»
Elizabeth Boggs
Mildred Booker Dillard
Dorothy Bratten
Julia Campbell Cross
Lucy Campbell Regester
Mary Elizabeth Codd Parker
Olivia A. Compton
•Alma Craddock Burton
Evelyn Dinwiddle Bass
Elizabeth Ewald Lively
Frances Goldman
Cornelia Hamilton
Olive Harris Kjdd
Catherine Hill Shepherd
Margaret Jackson Fleet
Elizabeth A. Jarratt
Carey Jeter Finley
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Harriet Johns
Sally Johnson Eldred
Martha Lee Doughty
Christine Mackan Scharch
Elfie C. Meredilh
Pearl Moore Cosby
Nellie Nance
Evelyn Noell Wood
Essie Parr Webber
Sallie Perkins Oast
Claiborne Perrow
Louise Prudeii Apperson
Fannie Scott Crowder
Marnetta Soudcr
Philippa Spencer Lanabeth
Anna Spillrr Booton
Mabel E. Spralley
Josephine Wayls Howdershell
1916—111
Alice M. Armstrong
Amelia Bain Lightner
Marcella Barnes Newell
Esther Bowles Knibb
Mozella. Braden Hunt
Olive Branch
EveljTi Brooks
Martha Kin^Bugg Newbill
Louise Bunch
Mary Catlett Kellogg
Louise Chiles Weisiger
Charlotte Dadmun
Myrtle Dunton Curtis
Pearl Ellett Crowgey
Annie Sue Fulton Clark
Louise Fulton
Ellen Goodwin Skinker
Helen Gray Vance
Brenda Griffin Doggett
Josie Guy Yonce
Ruth Jamison
Elizabeth Jarman Hardy
Lily Lee Taylor
Nancy E. Lewis
Dixie McCabe Hairston
Marjorie Matthews Grizzard
Olivia Newbill
Ellen Parsons
Julia Phillips Hanger
Mary Russell Piggott
Ruth Russell Westover
Alice Smith Starke
•Ruby Stallings Snellings
Nan Stewart
Lillian Todd
Madeline Warburlon Carswell
Jennie Watkins Douglas
1917—123
Annie L. Ayre
Irene Ayre Kemp
'EhieBagby Butt
May Blankinship Woods
Ruth Blanlon Woods
Kathleen Bondurant Wilson
Mattie Mozelle Carter Budwell
Elizabeth Davis Hancock
Anna Derr Freed
•Judith Fenner Barnard
M. Lucile Geddy Crutcher
Conway Howard
Ruth Howard Wilson
Julia Key Wyne
Louise Layne Shearer
•Eva Lovelace Tuck
Virginia Mayo Stratton
Rose E. Meister
MoUie Moore Bondurant
Agnes Murphy
Lillian Obencliain Cocks
Selma Owen Morrison
Clara Pearson Durham
Irene Pugh Evans
Hattie Roherston Brinklev
Dorothy H. Truitt
Mary Upson Williams
Ethel iyi//e^
Mattie W. ZimmerrnaJi
•Associate member.
1918—137
Katherine Anderson Maddux
Ellen Douglas Arthur Vaughn
Helen Arthur
Ehzabeth Baird Brooke
Josephine Barksdale Seay
Mary E. Barnes Coin
Irving Blanton Cousar
Jessie Brett Kennedy
Nancy Louise Bush
Pauline Camper
Rosa Belle Carter Fulcher
Viola Colonna
I-ell Cox Godwin
Huldah Daniel Jeter
Cordelia Diggs Sneed
India. Edmunds Burch
^ora. Edmonds Richardson
Lois Eutsler Blackwell
Susan Ewell Hamilton
Melville Fagg Elder
Mary Gallop
Annie Gill Trewett
Josephine Gleaves
F. Azile Hancock Dallas
Elizabeth Harris Loving
Helen Harris
Ruth Harris
Sophie Harris Brj'^son
Imogen G. Ligon
Louie D. Locke -
Elizabeth McCraw Martin
Minnie Miller Parrish
Mary Nuel Hock
Bernice Nuckols Stanley
Lela O'Neal Scott
Lucile C. Read
•Verna Richardson Cobb
Blanche Short Reese
Kathleen Spencer Bobziere
Julia Stover Carothers
Frances Dare Taliaferro
Frances Treakle Whaley
Helen Warriner Coleman
Katherine Watkins
Ellen F. Watts
Rebecca Wingu Warfield
1919—Degree Class—
6
Laura A. Meredith
Margaret Shannon Morton
Janet H. Peek
Catharine Riddle
1919—Diploma Class—93
•Marie Adams McDermott
Catherine Armstrong Watkins
Janice Bland
Ruth K. Carville Blake
Grace Chambers Feinthal
Kate Cox Bond
•Mary Ferguson Hopper
Martha Fil^gerald'^ong
Annie Hancock
Mildred R. Homes
Elvira H. Jones
Jean Morris
Frances L. Murphy
Ruby Overton Brooks
Elizabeth Painter
Edna E. Putney
Myrtle Reveley Brown
Louise Thacker Murrey
Maude Tomnsend McCormick
Fannie B. Wright
Imogen B. Wright
1920—Diploma Class—106
Katherine Allen Bridgforth
Violet Andrews
Betty Sue Bailey Barnes
Alta Barnes Lowry
Elizabeth Claire Blair Hackley
Blanche iJrtK'cr McMahon
Irene Bridges Mcintosh
Louise Brightwell Watson
•Lucille Bryant Bush
Gladys Camper Moss
Emily L. Clark
Verliner Crawley
Patsy Emory Harris
Edith Estep Gray
Elizabeth V. Forbes
Elfreth Friend Shelburne
Kathleen Gilliam Smith
Eleanor McCormick Mitchell
Helen Hobson Cox
Odelle Lavinder Martin
Mildred Morris Brown
Julia Lee Purdy Harris
Lilly Rice Price
Annie C. Salley
Empsie Shapard Snead
Portia L. Spencer
Victoria Vaiden Worden
Jessie Walden
Selma Watson Mills
1921—Degree Class—
9
Helen Draper
1921—Diploma Class—127
Jane Bacon Lacy
Ora.ce Bargamin Bohannon
Sallie Barksdale Hargrett
Kathleen Brislow Seward
Lois Claud White
Flora Clingenpeel Patterson
Blanche Conwell Hanbury
Virginia Dugger Robertson
•Pattie Dyer Panford
•Theresa Evans Craft
Anna Foster Hamilton
Elizabeth Gannaway
Pattie Garrett Brightwell
Justine Gibso7i Adams
Daphne Gilliam Wool
Reva Graves Gregory
Mary Hammond Oliver
Katherine G. Hancock
Carolyn L. Harrell
Pauline Hawkes Birdsall
Lucy Howell Bailey
Julia Jones Vest
Frances Jordan Moore
Frances Mc Kan Adams
Maria Meredith Turner
Ruth H. Myers
Ruby Paulette Omohundro
•Thomas Scott (Mrs.)
Theo Smith
Ruth Townsend Fears
Margaret D. Traylor
Virginia Trotter Brosnaham
•Ola White Steck
Edith Williamson
Coralie Woolridge
Thelma Yost Lehmann
Grace Oakes Burton
1922—Degree Class—
5
Mildred Dickenson Davis
Carrie N. Spradlin
1922—Diploma Class—127
Ariana Amonette Saunders
Lillian Bristow Trewett
Anna Catherine Brooking Priddy
Carolj'n Cogbill
Hope Drewry Fuqua
Marj' Virginia Elliott Derieux
Loda W. Fitchelt Dunton ,
Myrtle Fitchett Richardson
Annie M. Gannaway
Nell Gill
Ruby Goode Iddings
Mary Esther Gray Finney
Lelia Haden Cake
Sallie Kie Wilson
Gertrude Lytton Barnes
Nettie Reid McXulty Oertly
Antoinette Parker
Sue Piickett Lush
Daisy Storey
Sara Sluhblefteld
Doris Thomas
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Clotilda Waddell Hiden (Tillyl
Etta Belle Walker Northington
Cecile Ward McFaden.
Lorena Gladys Wilcox Leath
Lillian Williams Turpin
Gwendolyn Wright Kraemer
1923—Degree Class—16
Mary George Bolen
Marian Camper Fuller
Ellen Carlson Hopper
Marj' Jefferson
Anne Meredith Jeffers
Elizabeth Moring Smith
Mary Nichols
Kathryn Thompson Revercomb
Alice Lee Rumbough
Margaret Shackleford Walker
Betty Shepard Hammond
Virginia Sizemore Hobgood
Lois T. Williams
Pearle Young Culross
1923—Diploma Class~lo9
Violet Cleasby
^dna, Blanlon Smith
Genevieve Bonneirell Altwegg
Elise Bradley Clark
Lucy Reid Brown Jones
Kitty Carroll Price
Lelia R. Colonna
Louise Day Gibson
Irene Dunn Clarke
Margaret Finch
Susie V. Floyd
CaheW Gannaway Giles
Jessie Strickler Cox
Lillian Griffin Turner
Myrtle Harvey
Fannie Haskins Withers
Pattie Jeter Timberlake
Mary Sue Joliff Leech
Patience Moore Britt
Sue B. Parker
Louise Parsons Kain
Mary Ramsey Venable
Sallv Royston Rives
E. Pearl Smith Felty
Phyllis Snead
Agnes Walker Hill
Martha Wells Catlin
Frances Marie Williams
Sally Woodward Pate
1924~Degree Class—30
Christine Armstrong Jones
•Betty Bell Swertfeger
Dorothy Diehl
Roberta Ilodgkin
Willie London
Pearl Matthews
Pauline Timberlake Wiley
Virginia Wall
Edna AL Wilkinson
1924—Diploma Class—143
Isobel Allen Ligon
Louise Bales Chase
Mildred Browning Rogers
Mabe! Cathey Walter
Doris Cochran Klotz
Elizabeth Cogbill Stevens
Mary M. Daniel Hopkins
Abbye M. Edwards
Annie R. Farrar
Mary Friend Best
Marshall Greathead
Gladys Griffin Jeter
Frances L. Harris
Louise Jackson Shelton
Thelma Marshall Overby
Lillian Minkel
Martha Phillips Walker
Alma W. Porter
Ringgold Prout Miller
Katherine Smith Rawles
•Associate member.
Winnie E. Sutherland
Frances Warren Thwing
Estelle Wayne Bellamy
Ruth Winer Brown
Helen Wingo Lilly
Marguerite Winn
Sylria Yost
1925—Degree Class—36
Dorothy Askew Gayle
Helen Bagley Reid
Ruth L. Bartholomew
•Kitty Grigg Newman
•Margaret Grigg Cox
Mary Haskins Ferguson
Ella Elsie Jones Pusey
Nancy L. Lewis Leake
Virginia Lindsay
Lucile Mays Patterson
Kitty Morgan Hogg
Annie Moss Barker
Mary Rives Richardson Lancaster
•Marian Sale Horner
Lucile Walton
Jean West Shields
1925—Diploma Class—198
Claudia Anderson Liebrecht
Elizabeth Ballagh
Lucille Bnrnette
Grace Barrow
Mobley Brown. James
Berkley G. Burch
Virginia Burnett WiUiams
Mary Louise Carwile Pittman
Pat Cowherd Adkins
Harriet Cowles Carter
Dean Rebecca Cox Gwaltney
Blanche Craig Garbee
Helen E. Crisman Gorham
Blanche Daughiry
Elizabeth Earnest
Nellie Lee Ferrell
Lucille Franklin Richardson
Freya Goeiz Vaughan
Katherine Goode
Sally Hardy Neblett
Virginia Jackson
Ruby Onetta Johnson Cooke
Lucille Latimer
Bonnie McCoy
Eva Mays Renn
Katherine Montague Cooper
Elizabeth Moseley
Anne Oakey Davis
Gladys Painter Walker
Mildred Ragsdale Jackson
Sue E. Roper
Corinne Rncker
Frances Sadler
Berta Thompson
Ruth Tinsley Arthur
Ehzabeth Trent Fox
Margaret Turpin Burke
1926—Degree CIass^6
Mary Elizabeth Booker
Elizabeth Bugg Hughes
Elizabeth Diehl Laws
Ida Hill
Selina H. Hindle
Ruth Jennings Adams
Bessie Gordon Jones
Lucy Keith Smith
Gladys Moses McAlHster
Grace Noel Mistr
Lihan Via Nunn
Sue Puckett Lush
Florence Riss Richardson
Elizabeth H. Roberts
Anne Smith Greene
Olive Smith Bowman
Kate G. Trent
Wilma P. WiUiams
Martina A. Willis
Bessie Wright Barlow
Lucille Wright Eberwine
1926—Diploma Class—141
Mary Banks Fretwell
Mabel Borre// Nelson
Claire B/acA- Baldwin
Mary Alice Blanton Roberts
Gwen Edye Mitchell
Bessie Flojd Farmer Reynolds
Chester Hufton Shackelford
Kathryn Landrum Smith
Rosa Lee Maddox Ferguson
Catherine Moffitt Walters
Jacqueline Noel Wliite
Gladys Poe Harmon
Catherine Ryland
Anna Louise Scott Homan
Margaret Frances TFare Luter
Edna L. Welchlin
Lena A. Welchlin
Dot Wetzel Wright
Annie Lee Winston Clark
1927—Degree Class—73
Mary Ames Parker
Mary E. Carrington
Grace Chambers Feinthal
Margaret Cobb Harrell
YiTginia Fitzpatrick Harper
Daphne Gillian Wool
Betty Hopkins Wagner
Ethel La Boyteaux
Mary Markley
Thelma Michael Lucy
•Virginia Minler Coleman
Louise Pruden Apperson
Mary Savedge
Carrie F. Spencer
Helen Thomas
Orline While
Mary Wisely Watkins
1927—Diploma Class—168
Helen Costan
Louise Diuguid Thompson
Sara Doll Burgess
Louise Gary Alkire
Kitty Hatch Whitfield
Grace Jamerson Neely
Evelyn Jones Welch
Annie Gris Mcintosh Boxlev
AUie Marshall
Charline Martin Saunders
Gretchen Mayo Straeton
Emma M. Moss
Bvrd Pendhlvn
Helen Riss McDowell
Mildred Shaw
Mary Wade Mizzell
EUzabeth B. Yeoman
1928—Degree Class—73
Bertha Beazley McKann
Harriett E. Brown
Helen Davidson Taliaferro
Evelyn Diilaney Cassidy
Virginia Fllis von Richter
Marion C. Fitchett Long
Elizabeth Hutt Martin
Geneva Lionberger Blackwelder
M. Aileen McChnny
Louise McCormick Brown
•Rosa Lee Maddox Ferguson
Edith Marshall
Edith Virginia Moore Raine
Frances E. Morgan
Gladys Oliver Wenner
Mary McC. Read
•Lucie Scott Lancaster
Marnetta Souder
Georgianna Stephenson
Frances Treakle Whaley
Mary A. Tucker Peterson
Virginia Vpdyke Cushwa
Frances Walmsley Gee
Marguerite Warriiier
Agnes Watkins
Elizabeth Westoii Yeary
Elizabeth Goggin Woodson
Jessie Strickler Cox
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1928—Diploma Class— 179
Ruth Abbey Freshour
Marian Avenl
Mabel Bradshaw
M.a.Ty Brownley Kelly
Marj"^ -firT/on/ Pack
Phyllis i^Hr/ie// Martin
Leola Carter Hutter
Alice Cole Powell
Margaret Cousins Matteson
Miriam C. Feagans
Evelyn Goodrich
Eliza Haxkins
Marj' Blackwell Parker
Elizabeth Rose Zehmer
Kathleen L. Sanford Harrison
EUzabeth Sawyer Walker
Louise Seward Gwaltney
Carolj'n Sinclair Smith
F. Rose Smith
Elsie D. Story
Audrey White Harris
Kitty Whyte
*Annie Lee Winston Clark
Josephine Noel Riley
1929—Degree Class—113
EUzabeth Atwaler Cameron
Kathryn Bully
Florence Carmine
Emily Carter Blankenship
Alfreda Callings
Isabel Crowder Callendcr
Nancy Denit Eastman
Julia Edmonds
Margaret Finch
Mabel Filzpalrick Putney
Thelma G'arre/; Mottley'
*Dora Lee Gray Peebles
Gwen Hardy
Ann Holladay DeMuth
Margaret Johnson Moore
Lavalette Morton Wilkins
Ethel Rodes
Sammy Scott
Mary Selden Ramsey
Mabel Spratley
•Susanna J. Whitehorne Lamkin
Gladys E. Wilkinson
Ethel Willey
Phyllis Wood Sims
Sylvia Yost
*Joy Biirch Sheffey
1929—Diploma Class— 144
Lucy G. Adams
Louise Barlow
Eunice Bassett Leyland
Mary Bernard Hamilton
Mae Boney
Jessie Warren Brown
Elsie Clements Hanna
Mabel V. Cowand
Mildred Deans Shepherd
Byrdie Mae Hillsman
Elizabeth Lacy
Elizabeth McCoy
Helen Mc Henry McComb
Agnes Miles
Lockie R. Moss
Ruth Newton Cheatham
Margaret Nortkcross
Alice Pugh Rhodes
Margaret Pumphrey Ferguson
EUzabeth ("Buggs") Revercomb
Hudnall
Geneva Smith
Lillian Sturgis Doughty
Dorothy White Stoddard
1930—Degree Class—72
Mary Louise Browning Gibbons
Florence Cralle Bell
Mary Lucille Graves Noell
Alice Haniner Wall
Leyburn Hyatt Winslow
•Associate member.
Grace Moran
Antoinette Parker
Myra EUzabeth Reese Cuddy
Gertrude P. Richardson
Rachel L. Royall
Mary Shepard Flinn
Laura Smith Langan
Anna Carrington Stump
Elizabeth Thornton Hancock
Evelyn Traylor Macon
Mary Jane Vaden
Linda Wilkinson Bock
Mary Rose Wood Swayze
1930—Diploma Class—148
Mayo Beaty Dotson
Helen Berg Clarke
Evelyn Breedlove
Kathryn Chambers Large
Virginia Cox Pohe
Sue Cross
Lois Dodd Thompson
Helen Dunkley
Julia A. Feagans
Leia Germany Shattuck
Mamie Estelle Lewis Mitchell
Margaret Loving
Mamie McDaniel
Lottie Marsh
Louise Moorman Ryan
Gladys M. O'Berry
Loulie F. Shore
Dena Lee Stith Rasmusser
1931—Degree Class—117
Mabel Barksdale Norris
Louise Barlow Gibson
i3.r\e Bro urn. West
•Elizabeth Burger
Permele Byrd Cosby
Carolyn Cogbill
Eleanor H. Dashiell
Mildred De Hart
Annie Denit Darst
*Catherine Diehl Lancaster
EUzabeth Dutton Lewis
Margaret Fuller Mulhollen
Alma Garlick Jones
Pauline Gihb Bradshaw
Virginia Gibb Mapp
Emilie Holladay
Adele Hutchinson Watkins
Olive Her
Catherine Jones
Martha Ann Laing Pearson
Catherine McAllister Wayland
Clara McAllister Parsons
Sue Mooviaw Buchanan
Eloise Paulett Cafazza
Cora Lee Philpotl
Georgia Putney Goodman
Rena Robertson
Emily Simpson
Eveh'n Cole Simpson
EUzabeth Taulor Knight
J. Elizabeth Temple
•Frances Thornton Folkes
Evelyn West Allen
1931—Diploma Class—135
Gertrude Baxter Olgers
Pearl Henderson Foster
Lelia Jeiinijigs Sheffield
Stella Manyi Robinson
Sara Mapp Messick
Frances Martin Vinson
Lena Parker
Cora L. Ross
Margaret Tate
Flora BeUe Williams
1932—Degree Class—78
•Helen Berg Clarke
Virginia Bledsoe Goffigan
Louise Clayton
Frances Crawford
Lucy Fitzgerald
Susie Floyd
Fannie Haskins Withers
Ruth D. Hunt
Charlotte Hulchins Roberts
Ellen Earl Jones Huffman
Velma Loraine Petty Gardner
Doris Robertson Adkisson
Nancy Shaner Strickler
Annie Laurie Stone
Elsie Story
Martha von Schilling Stuart
Katharine Watkins
1932—Diploma Class—107
Mary Louise Blick
Delma Conway Bates
Ann Davis
Hallie M. Hankley
Mary Ellen Johnson Garber
Irene M. Kitchen
Emily McAllister Bell
Myra Mcintosh Shepherd
Louise Phillips Barnes
Helen Robertson Taylor
Mary Virginia Robinson
Marion L. Sadler
Susie Shepherd Gilliam
Edith Topham Umberger
Myrtha B. Watkins
M. Blanche Webster
Katharine D. White
1933—Degree Class—98
Margaret Armstrong Ottley
Anna Bass Garnett
Helen Cover Lineweaver
Helen Crute Vaugban
Margaret Gathright NeweU
Frances H. Grant
Dorothy Leonard Moore
Marguerite Massey Morton
Clara Mistr
Frances Potts Johnson
Edna Putney
Lois M. Rhodes Ballagh
Gay A. Richardson
Duvahl B. Ridgway
Hildegarde Ross
Sarah Rowell Johnson
Jane Royall Phlegar
Josie Spencer Cooke
Henrietta Taylor
•Helen Tweedy Jones
Evelyn Williams Fink
1933—Diploma Class—98
Gene\a. Blackwell Camp
Virginia Bugg
Frances Dixon Adkins
Frances Dorin Mears
Mabel Glenn Johnson
Esther Haskins
Virginia Hodnett White
Avis C. Hunt
Mary Alston Rush
Audrey Smith Topping
Judith Taylor Klingeihofer
Luciie Tiller Meredith
Viola Tuttle March
Doris Wallace Carlton
Mary Elizabeth White
1934—Degree Class—91
Nan Gilbert Aman
EUzabeth Gills
L. Frances Harris
Frances R. Horton
Ruth N. Jarratt
Ruth Jordan
Alice Mc Kay Washington
Gloria Mann Maynard
Lottie Marsh
•Mary Scott Martin Harwood
Jac Morton Hawkins
Mary Berkeley Nelson
Margaret Otlen Stewart
Elma Rawlings Stokes
Alice Rowell Whitley
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Ruth Rucker
Edith S. Shanks
Sara Hyde Thomas Douglas
Dorothy White Stoddard
Beverly Wilkinson Powell
Sue Yeaman Britton
1934^Diploma Class—84
Ophelia Booker
Elizabeth Phillips Miles
Louise Whitehursl Martin
Kitty Woodson Batte
1935—Degree Class—93
Lady Boggs Walton
Christine Childrey Chiles
Katherine Coleman Allen
Kathrvn Cotlen Compton
•Ottie Craddock
Elizabeth Kendrick Easley
Lena Mae Gardner Sammons
Ehza B. Haskins
Jessica Jones Binns
Evelyn Knaub McKittrick
Jean McClure Thomas
Bonnie McCoy
Frances McDaniel CargiU
Margaret Mc Xamara Anderson
Clintis Mae Mattox
Minnie Lee Rodgers
Nell Oakey Ryan Gardner
Helen Shawen Hardaway
Elizabeth Showell
Mary Wicker Witcher
1935
—Diploma Class—69
Ella Arthur Black Rowley
Rebecca Coleman Hurt
Mary Cunningham Allen
Maud Deekens Bell
Charline Hall Chapman
Dorothy Johnson Arthur
Kathleen Johnson Proffitt
Morris Sloner (Mrs.)
Eleanor Wade Marchant
1936—Degree Class—120
Grace Barrow
Dorothy Billings
Mae W. Boney
Marjorie Boolon
Helen Boswell Ames
Annie Louise Briggs Childress
Berkeley Burch
*Sara Canada Glover
Doris Coafes
Winnie F. Eubank
Louise Gaihright Lea
Josephine Cleaves (Tom)
Ruth Gleaves
Amanda Gray
Byrdie Mae Hillsman
Elizabeth Huse Ware
Dorothy McNamee Fore
Doris Moore Turner
Agnes C. Murphy
Olivia Xeu'bill
Martha Nottingham Rice
Claudine O'Brien
Margaret Pollard Flippen
Lucy Poller Kirks
Dorothy Rhodes Putney
Susie Robinson Turner
Mary Frances Sadler
Ellen Simmerman Heflin
Catharine Smool Major
Daisy Storey
Elizabeth Sutton Stettner
Sue Waldo O'Hara
Tac Waters Mapp
Lottie West McAnally
1936—Diploma Class—64
Evelyn Dickerson Frazier
Helen Fern Perdue Busch
Mary Phipps Robertson
Eunice Tanner Bailey
•Associate member.
1937—Degree Class—87
Janice Bland
Mary Bowles Powell
Martha Davis Tyler
Carrie Dungan
Alice Elder
Elizabeth Forbes
Merwyn Gaihright Rhodes
Claire Eastman Ninkels
Katherine Irby Hubbard
Virginia Leonard Campbell
Mamie McDaniel
Bess McGlothlin Gantz
Katherine Milby
Marie Moore Millner
Ruth Myers
Elizabeth Painter
Marian B. Pond
Virginia Tibnan Aebersold
Zaida Thomas Humphries
Agnes Thompson Rowlett
Peg Slratton Conway
Flora Belie Williams
E. Jean Willis Stevenson
Helen Wingo Lilly
1937—Diploma Class—67
Catherine Boyette Cobb
Emma V. Easley Garrard
Frances Gaskins Baker
Marie Gill Clark
Cornelia Jeffress Russell
Janie V. Patterson
Jennie Rock Miller
Janie Scaggs
Inez Sykes Lassiter
1938—Degree Class—168
Dudley Allen Barnes
Mary Ames Thompson
Martha Bailey Slocum
Mabel Barrett Nelson
Geneva Blnckwell Camp
Edna Bolick Dabnej'
Elizabeth Bulterworth Soyars
Ruth Carllon Arthur
S. Katherine Carter
Delha Pope Chamhliss Crutchfield
Inez Chappell Thompson
Frances Collie Milton
Mary Joyner Cox Beck
Louise Crowell Rucker
Erna Dickerson
Mildred Gibboney
"Jennie Belle Gilliam Powell
Edith Hammack
Evelyn Hastings Palmore
L. Conway Howard
Anna Hoyer Sears
Pattie Jeffreys Adams
Ivylyn Jordan Hardy
Nellwyn Latimer
Virginia Layne Cosby
Elizabeth LeG'ra7i<:?e Grainger
Madeline McGlothlin Watson
Lillian Minkel
Ruth Montgomery Peters
Mabel Murden Johnson
Lena A. Parker
Ruth Phelps Fisher
Clara Pinckard Boaz
Isabel Plummer Kay
•Nancy Pobst Ellis
Virginia Price
Elizabeth Rucker Sims
Nan C. Seward Brown
Loulie Shore
F. Rose Smilh
Nan Page Trent Carlton
*Elise Turner Franklin
Margaret Turpin Burke
Viola Tuttle March
Mary Harrison Vaughan Carpenter
Audrey White Harris
Katherine D. White
Ethel Burgess Pattie
1938—Diploma Class—61
Annie E. Bass
Iva Cummings Johnson
Frances DeBerry Tindall
Jessie King
Isabel Parr
Estelle T. Smith Joyce
Eloise Whitley Simpson
Vivian Womack Connarton
Class of 1938
—S31.15
Mrs. 0. B. Watson, President
1939—Degree Class—157
Lucy Adams
Louise Anthnny
Ruby Kent Bane
Evelyn Beale Dressier
Ruby Berger
Margueritte Blackwell
Elizabeth Bounds Pruitt
Pattie Alston Bounds Sellers
Louise Barlow Bryan Ballard
Sarah Button Rex
Helen Callihan
Helen Costan
Harriet Cowles Carter
Anna Belle Croivder
Louise DeJamelte Palmer
Elsie Dodd Sindles
Vera Ebel Elmore
India Edmunds Burch
Christine Garrett McKensie
Marshall Grealhead
Sarah Hayes Armistead
Nancy Hunter
Mary Jackson Early
Anne Kelly Bowman
Elsie Landrum
Catherine Maynard Pierce
Ernestine Noel
Clara Nottingham Baldwin
Marj' Rice
Katherine Roberts Wescott
Virginia Whitehead Smith
Sarah Stuhblejleld
Mary Sullenherger Richardson
Annie Laurie Taylor
Jean Taylor Barksdale
David Terry Cave
Doris Thomas
1939—Diploma Class—41
Anna B. Bradner
Martha Holloway
Victoria Tanner Evans
Doris Trimyer Gresham
1940—Degree Class—157
Ruby A Adams
Frances Ali'is Hulbert
'Lois Barber Pattrilo
•May Harwood Bales Mercer
Anita Carrington Taylor
Josie Cogsdale Taylor
Laura Nell Crawley Birkland
Mary Louise Cunningham
Marie Eason Reveley
Beulah Ettinger Cobbs
OUie Gilchrist Johnson
Marie Gill Clarke
Charligne Hall Chapman
Alartha Meade Hardaway Agnew
Betty Hardy Murdock
Carolyn Harrell
Elizabeth Harris Loving
Mildred Harry Dodge
Josephine Head
Mary Louise Holland
Irene Kitchen
Anna Maxey Boelt
Agnes Miles
Lorana Moomaw
N. Katherine Newman Bageant
Margaret (Billy) A'orthcross
Katherine H. Peery
Jane Powell Johnson
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Helen Riss McDowell
Philippa Schlobohm Ratzer
R. Marion Shelton Combs
Mary Sue Simmons Goodrich
Myra Sjnith Ferguson
Theo Stnitk
Olivia Stephenson Lennon
E. Lorraine Swingle
Margaret Tate
Mildred Tyier Harlow
Harriet Vaden
Jean Walls Poe
Eliza Wise
Katherine L. Wood
1940—Diploma Class—36
Martha McCaleb
Mary Louise Slerrelt Campbell
1941—Degree Class—201
Lucille Barnetl
Anne Benton Wilder
Carmen Booth Bass
Florence Brooks
Bernice Callis
Yates Carr Garnett
Anne R. Cock
Jacqueline Cock Ferrari
Ann Cocks Vaughan
Rosa Courier Smith
Blanche Daughtrey
Helen Dooley Dungan
Helen Dunkley
Betty Fahr Lowe
Lela Germany Shattuck
Margaret Spnmt Hall
Nell S. Hall Wilbourne
Hallie Ilankley
Lena Harrell
Marion Lee Heard
Katherine E. Jarrati
Anna M. Johnson
Louise Kendrick
Elva I\L Kibler
Margaret Robinson Lawrence
Simpkins
Louie Locke
Mary Hille McCoy
Bertha McLaughlin Johnson
Mary Louise Mc Nulty Hoge
Jean B. Martin Watts
Dorothy L. Menefee
Coralie Nelson Brown
Gladys Poe Harmon
Lucille Read
Mildred Shaw
Geneva Smith
Dorothy Truilt
Helen Watts Ford
EUzabeth West
Martha Whelchcl Plummer
Mary Elizabeth White
1941—Diploma Class—39
Lucy Sydnor Chewning
Class of 1941~S30.46
Mrs. Ruth Purdom Davies,
President
1942—Degree Class—182
Rachel Abernalhy Paulson
Esther Atkinson Jerome
Virginia Barksdale Rotter
Elizabeth Barlow
Elizabeth T. Barrett Sturdirant
Mary Klare ("Mickie") Beck
Johnson
Estelle Wayne Bellamy
Edna Blanton Smith
Sybil Brisenline
Mary Owen Carson Roberts
Irene A. Clark
Sara L. Cline Dabney
Ruby Conner Newton
Emma Louise Crowgey Leidholdt
•Associate member.
Iva Cummings Johnson
Virginia Updike Cushwa
Virginia Powell Dawley Capron
Marj- K. Dodson Plyler
Nancy Dupuy Wilson
Caroline R. Eason
Jane Engleby Haynie
Miriam Hanvey Smith
Margaret Elizabeth Hughes Fisher
Polly Hughes Weathers
Jane Lee Hulcheson Hanberry
Julia Jones Vest
Myra Mcintosh Shepherd
Catherine Moffctt Walters
Hattie Moon Felts
Mildred Morris Hertzberg
Virginia Morris Jones
Nancy Naff Austin
Elizabeth Ann Parker Stokes
Augusta Parks
Margie Rice
Mary Jane Ritchie Johann
Mary Lou Shannon Delaney
Dorothy Sprinkle Eckman
Lucy Steptoe
Florence Thierry Leake
La Reine Thornton Powell
Lucy Tumbull
Sadie Vaughan Dunford
Lillian Wahab
Arlene Watsoji
May Wertz Roediger
Flora Winn Yates
1942—Diploma Class—31
Letha Barnes
1943—Degree Class—157
Alice Belate Curling
Nellie Brooke Benton
Eleanor Booth
Betty Bouchard Mclntyre
Evelyn Breedlove
Nellie M. Brown
Dot Childress Hill
Maxine Compton Fuller
Lucy Davis Gunn
Marie Davis
Helen DeLong
Lois Dodd
Dearing Fauntleroy Johnson
Virginia, Firesheels Du Priest
Anne Garnett Shealy
Helen Wiley Hardy Wheat
Betty Page Harper Wyatt
Mary Fidele Haymes
HaUie Hillsman Fleetwood
Baylis Kunlz
Margaret Loving
Elizabeth E. McCoy
Miggie Mish Timberlake
Leona Mocmaw
Susie Moore Cieszki
Sara Wade Owen
Janie Patterson
Alma Porter
Amy Read Dickey
Rosalie Rogers Talbert
Carolyn T. Rouse
Alice Lee Rumbough
Ellen K. Scott Dix
Mary Jane Scott Webb
Dawn Shanklin Campbell
Victoria Tanner Evans
Annie Belle Walker
1944—Degree Class—136
Frances Adams Hayward
Lois Webster Alphin Dunlap
Gerry Beckner Hanneberry
Elizabeth Clark
Charlotte Corell Floyd
Margie Lee Cully
Betty Davis Clark
Mildred Droste
Julia Eason Mercer
Rosemary Elam Pritchard
Jean Arlington Jessee
Mary Elizabeth Grizzard
Lauriston Hardin
Sara Hardy Blanton
Frances Hawthorne Browder
Nell G. Hollaway Elwang
Nancy Hutter Phillips
Lillian G. Imnan
Jessie King
Anne Leathe.rbury
Dorothy Sue Simmons
Phyllis Snead
Jean Strick Moomaw
Jerry Tilmus
Mildred Willson
1945—Degree Class—122
Virginia Lee Abernalhy
Loreen K. Agee
Edna Bounds
Evelyn Christian
Helen Chapman Cobbs
Mary R. Copley
Virginia Dale Honeycutt
Sarah Lee East Turner
Ahce R. Fcitig
Elizabeth Fuqua
Margaret ("Peggy") Gray Stora
Anne Hamlin Parrott
Dorothy Hudson
Hersey Hvtt
Marybeth Jacob Gregorj'^
Mary Anne Jarratt
Dora Walker Jones
Rachel Joyner
Ruth Kersey
Harriette Moore
Alice Nichols Proterra
Cecil G. Parr
Isabel Parr
Frances Patterson
Anne Robitis Zacharias
Gwendolyn Sampson
Edith Sanford
Barbara Ann Scott
Josephine Shoffner
Mary Preston Sheffcy
Elva Jane Simmons
Margaret Stewart
Nan Stewart
Virginia Terrell Walsh
Eleanor Wade Tremblay
Frances Wentzel
Helen G. Wilson
Bette Wood Potts
1946—Degree Class—151
Elizabeth Adams
Katherine Allen Spencer
F. Carolyn Alphin
Ellen Bailey
Ann Gray Bell
Carolyn Booth Saunders
Lucy H. Bralley
Nell M. Buck
M. Louise Bunch
*Jeanne Button
Viola Colonna
Sue B. Cross
Minnie Lee Grumpier Burger
Shirley Cruser White
Dorothy L. Cummings
Lillian Elliott Bondurant
Julia Feagans
Mirian Feagaiis
Luverta Joyner Gumskowski
Ruby Keeton
M. Catherine L(/ncft Bowen
Lucie E. Mc Kenry
Kitty Maddox
Julia Messick
Carlotta Norfteet
Rebecca Norfteet
Margaret L. Orange
Constance Ozlin
•Kitty Patrick Cassidy
Mary E. Petty Chapman
Naomi Ruth Piercy Jordan
Virginia Shackelford
Lois Shepherd Lewis
Mildred Shiflett
Agnes Stokes
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Lorene Thomas
Virginia Treakle
Eleanor Wade Marchant
Phyliss Walts Terry
Ruth Wkillen
1947—Degree Class—IGG
Lucy Allen
Marian Avent
Mae Ballard
Sara Ballard Jenkins
Dorothy Blair
Beverly Boone
Rachel Bruqh
Lee Carter
Mary Catleli
Lorene Claiborne.
Margaret Alma Crowley
Patsy Dale
Julia E. Edmonds
Margaret Ellctt
Annie M. Ellis Lewis
Sue Carter Ellis
Louise Harrell
Anna Stnart Headlee
Mary Ellen Johnson Garber
Heidi Lacy
Elizabeth Lewis
Carraen M. Low
Marv Agnes MiUner
Edna Pattie
Byrd Pendleton
Sally Royston Rives
Janie Scaaqs
Lillian Stnbles
M. Blanche Webster
Nancy Whitehead
*Mary Cowherd
•Virginia Puffin Wilkins
•Joyce Toxnisend
*Jessie White
•Marian Wiltkamp
•Associate member.
fRetired.
Glass of 194S
June—S140.00
August
—
S40.00
Faculty and Administration
Dabney S. Lancaster
Lucy Gordon Adams
Mary B. Barlow-
Virginia Bedford
Celeste R. Blanton
Lucy Bralley
Eleanor L. Booth
Virgilia I. Bugg
Pauline Camper
Alice E. Carter
Emily Clark
Margaret G. Cox
M. Bo\'d Corner
Ruth H. Covner
Ottie Craddock
Mildred D. Davis
Helen Draper
Caroline R. Eason
Nancy Foster
Raymond Holliday French
Ruth Cleaves
Margaret Sprunt Hall
Evelyn R. Hamner
fMary B. Haynes
Winnie V. Hiner
Olive T. Her
George W. JefFers
Bessie H. Jeter
Emily K. Landrum
Merle L. Landrum
Janice Speer Lemen
tGrace Mix
Grace B. Moran
C. G. Gordon Moss
Mary Nichols
Jessie Patterson
Mary E. Peck
fMinnie Rice
Florence R. Richardson
William W. Savage
Christy Snead
Annie Laurie Stone
Florence Hamer Stubbs
Ethel Sutherland
Carrie Sutherhn
Floyd F. Swertfeger
Carrie B. Taliaferro
Katherine W. Tabb
Kate Gannawav Trent
Ralph Wakefield
Virginia Wall
James Elliott Walmsley
Eva Heterick Warren
Frances Waters
Leola Wheeler
Alice Curry Wynne
John P. Wynne
Additions to the Honor Roll
Since November 1. 1948
Eleanor Wiatt Du Val, '07
Ruth PerWua^i Whittle, '13
Jeannette Bland, '20
Alice Presson Cobb, '21
Mamie .S(. John Crump, '21
Agnes Baptist Hamblen, '21
Mabel Edwards Hines. '2/>
Sara Fox Wendenburg, '25
Virginia Hunter Marshall. '25
Clara Thompson Caulk, '26
Thelma Woolfolk Monagan, '26
Mildred Deans Shepherd, '29
Frances Hanvier Weinzettee, '29
Emma Woods HoUomon, '29
*Mavi9 Edwards Lester, '30
Etta Marshall Stubbs, '30
Alice Harrison Duniap, '31
Margaret Xuttall Coaker, '31
Winston Cobb Weaver, '33
Elizabeth Andrews Jennings, "35
Mildred Callis, '40
Betty Proctor Webb Wiley. '40
Christine Shifiet Maxey, '47
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Miss
3n ilemoriatn
Emma Branch Bland. '98
Mrs. Grace Bendall Fox. '09
Miss Connne Baker, "48
Mrs. Blanche Binswanger Rosendorf, "90
Mrs. Fannie Bugg" Blanton. '86
Miss Rose Brimmer, 95
Mrs. Lizzie Blackwell Williams, "93*
Mrs. Helen CKildrey Skinnell. "06
Mrs. Daisy Conway Price. "95
Mrs. Grace DougKty Gladstone, "97
Miss Ethel Edmunds, "32
Mrs. Isabelle Flournoy West, "09
Mrs. Ella Gray McGary. "03
Mrs. Lucy Guthrie Bro"wn, 03
Mrs. Rosa Lee Hubbard Carter. '96*
Miss Lillian Hooke, 01
Mrs. Mildred May Holleman Blanton, "28
Mrs. French Hutt Hoole, 31
Miss Alice McGavock Janney, 12
Mrs. Mary Julia McChesney Shackelton, 04
Mrs. Madeline Mapp Barrow, '86
Mrs. Blanche Moseley Cook. 88
Miss Daisy Read. '99
Mrs. Julia Rutherford Monteiro, 14
Mrs. Elva Thompson Walker. '92
Mrs. Lily Walton Bondurant, 96
Mrs. Ann Waugh Tyree, '14*
Mrs. Cassie Waugh Barnes, '13*
entrance*Witli tKe numeral shows the date o:
for non-graduates.
Miss S- Gay Patteson, former faculty member
Miss Frances Booton Shelton. former Kostess
